
  
 

COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE 
 

Monday, September 12, 2011 
7:00 p.m. 

 
City Hall Council Chambers 

109 James Street 
Geneva, IL 60134 

 
AGENDA 

 
1. Call to Order 
 
2. Consider Consent Agenda 
 
*3. Approve Committee of the Whole Minutes from August 8, August 22, and  

Special Meeting from September 6, 2011 
 
4. Items of Business 
 
a. Strategic Plan Advisory Committee 2010/11 Annual Report Presentation 
b. Recommend Request from Geneva Park District for Use of Public Right of Way – Harvest Hustle 

5k Run October 1, 2011. 
c. Recommend Request from Geneva Lions to Solicit Donations on Public Right of Way Oct. 7-8, 

2011. 
d. Recommend Request from The Dam Bar & Grill for Use of Public Parking Lot for Breast Cancer 

Awareness Motorcycle Run September 24, 2011. 
e. Recommend Renewal of Group Health/Dental/Vision Insurance Plans for the City of Geneva, IL. 
f. Recommend Draft Resolution Authorizing Bid Award and Execution of Contract with Advanced 

Roofing in the Amount of $33,555.00 for Fire Station #2 Re-Roof Project. 
g. Update on Emerald Ash Borer Infestation in the City of Geneva, IL. 
h.  Recommend Draft Ordinance Amending Geneva Zoning Ordinance Pertaining to Sign 

Regulations. 
i. Recommend No Changes to Owner Consent Provisions for Historic District/Landmark Applications. 
j. Recommend Draft Resolution Authorizing Execution of Memorandum of Understanding with Kane 

County Paratransit Coordinating Council. 
 
5. New Business 
 
6. Upcoming Meetings: Committee of the Whole: September 26, 2011. 
 
7. Adjournment 
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COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MINUTES 
AUGUST 8, 2011 

 
PRESENT:   Mayor Burns, Ald. Dantino, Flanagan, Hill, Maladra, Marks, Kilburg, 

Piper, Vogelsberg 
 
ABSENT:   Ald. Piper, Ald. Singer 
 
ALSO PRESENT:  McKittrick, Dawkins, Divita, Untch, Kaulfuss 
 
 
1. Call to Order 
 
Mayor Burns called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.  Burns asked for a moment of silence in memory 
of Randy Suchy who died trying to save a youth in the Fox River last week.  
 
2. Consider Consent Agenda 
 
Moved by Ald. Flanagan, second by Ald. Marks 
V/V:  8-0 Motion carried. 
 
*3. Approve Committee of the Whole Minutes from July 25, 2011 
 
Approved on consent agenda. 
 
4. Items of Business 
 
a. Recommend Request from Geneva Chamber of Commerce for Festival of the Vine Street 

Closures, Use of City Services and Local Liquor Permission. 
 
Moved by Ald. Hill, second by Ald. Vogelsberg.  Director Divita mentioned the additional ‘mini’ Flavor 
Fare to be held at Geneva Commons. 
 
V/V:  8-0 Motion carried. 
 
b. Recommend Request from Geneva Park District for Fox Valley Folk Festival for Use of City 

Parking Lot and Electric Services September 4-5, 2011. 
 
Moved by Ald. Maladra, second by Ald. Marks 
 
V/V:  8-0 Motion carried. 
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c. Discussion on Historic Preservation Ordinance/Code.  
 
Mayor Burns asked for a motion to suspend Roberts Rules of Order.  Moved by Ald. Hill, second by 
Ald. Flanagan.  Burns made a brief statement (see Exhibit A) then stated that city staff would make a 
brief presentation on the history of the historic preservation ordinance in the City of Geneva.  
Comments would then be heard by the audience and the aldermen. 
 
Director Untch presented information about the City’s preservation ordinance including preservation 
efforts to date, an outline of the legal basis for historic preservation, review of existing historic 
designation processes, information on other municipalities and their methods of designation, and 
alternate approaches to “no owner consent”. 
 
Mayor Burns then opened the floor to audience members.   
 
Marty Smircich, 909 S. Batavia Ave., stated that he was the resident who had requested a dialogue 
with the City regarding the ‘no owner consent’ clause in the current preservation code.  Smircich was 
requesting that it be changed to ‘owner consent.’  He also wanted the council to approve a super-
majority vote in these instances. He also asked the council to consider a provision that the aldermen 
in the specific ward the property was in require to vote in the affirmative. 
 
Nanette Andersson, 521 West Lane, stated that she was a current member of the city’s preservation 
commission but was speaking as a resident.  Andersson pointed out that all dwellings in the city 
whether within an historic district or not, are governed by ordinances and covenants for the betterment 
of the community. Feels that keeping language ‘as is’ is important in crucial situations where the City 
feels a property is threatened in some way.  The current preservation ordinance has been a carefully 
considered document over the course of many years with input from the community at large. 
 
Sharon Jones, 521 Franklin St., was opposed to changing the current language. Jones was a 
participant in the planning of the current Strategic Plan and recounted her experience in creating the 
goals of the plan, including the Historic Preservation goals.  
 
John Ford, 805 Forrest, was opposed to changing the language. Ford stated that at all levels of 
government, from federal to local, there is a representative form of government and we should trust 
the informed and considered opinions of our elected aldermen in cases of ‘no owner consent’. 
 
Liz Safanda, 1013 Dunstan Rd., was opposed to changing the language.  Safanda presented a brief 
overview on the previous use of ‘owner consent’ at the Riverbank Lab property.  Safanda showed a 
‘before’ and ‘after’ photo study, citing the history and background on the property, as well as history of 
the current owners and their landmark status. 
 
Hans Heiman, 1009 S. Batavia Ave., did not want his property on a ‘list’ with the City and stated that 
he was not in favor of the City imposing regulations on him that he could not afford. He cited his 
increase in property taxes. Heiman also asked that the City be more communicative on their intentions 
and studies in the future. 
 
Bob Mann of 803 Hawthorne Lane was in favor of leaving the ordinance ‘as is’ – stating that changes 
to one district and not another would be a violation of equal protection.  Mann stated that as a 
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homeowner in an historic district, he would be able to take advantage of tax incentives to do repairs 
on this home. 
 
Ernie Mahaffey, 503 S. First, was in favor of leaving the ordinance ‘as is’. Mahaffey stated that he 
owns three homes in Geneva and has benefitted from tax incentives for historic preservation rehabs. 
He questioned whether people could ‘opt out’ of the current district if new rules on a future district 
would allow the same?  
 
Mike Bruno, 522 Fulton, read a statement aloud (see Exhibit C) and requested it to be part of the 
official record.  Bruno summarized his involvement with the current Historic Preservation Commission 
but was speaking as a resident of Geneva on this issue. Bruno was not in favor of changing the 
current ordinance and cited many reasons why it is an asset rather than a detriment to homeowners. 
 
Steve Andersson, 521 West Lane, voiced his opposition to changing the language of the current code, 
stating that he is a municipal attorney for a nearby community and noted that many communities use 
Geneva’s ordinance as a gold standard and model for their own preservation regulations. Andersson 
said the owner consent clause had been used just once in 17 years and that it had not been abused 
and not worthy of changing. 
 
Colin Campbell, 18 S. Sixth, mentioned the notoriety that Geneva has around the country for its 
preservation status. Campbell also encouraged the City to continue its work on the South district. 
 
Jim Kautz, 644 Westfield Course, stated that residents do not have to feel that they will be 
‘handcuffed’ with regulations when living within an historic district. The districts are created to preserve 
the properties and assist the homeowners in doing so. Kautz also believe that living within an historic 
district could provide for higher property values, not lower. 
 
Carl Safanda, 1013 Dunstan Rd., urged the council to leave the current language ‘as is’. 
 
Betty Watanabe, 228 N. Fourth, who could not be present, requested via her Aldermen that a letter be 
placed in the official record stating her opposition to any changes to the current preservation 
ordinance and examples on how the ordinance assisted her with her recent purchase an renovation of 
her home. (see Exhibit B) 
 
Tom Simonion, 921 S. Batavia Ave., stated that while he appreciated the preservation aspect of 
planning, did not want the City to impose more regulations on property owners as a result. Simonion 
hoped that the council could meet everyone half-way on the issue. 
 
There was additional discussion on the list of properties that the city had gathered regarding potential 
historic homes and what the list would be used for.  Preservation Planner Kaulfuss stated that the list 
was used as a resource and an educational tool for homeowners. 
 
Ald. Hill suggested that the City look into possible districts on the east side of town. East side resident 
Carolyn Zinke, 314 Euclid, agreed with Hill. Zinke also stated her opposition to any changes to the 
current ordinance. Zinke then entered a letter into the record from her husband Fred Zinke (see 
Exhibit D) 
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Aldermen discussed hypothetical situations where the ‘no owner consent’ clause would come into 
play, citing a possible foreclosed property. 
 
Ald. Kilburg suggested that in the future, the City take more time and effort into their communication 
with property owners and also stated that he didn’t see a reason to change the current ordinance. 
 
Ald. Maladra stated that the elected officials that residents vote for are charged with making the 
decisions on issues such as ‘no owner consent’. Maladra believed strongly in that process and 
thought the City was doing a good job of it. 
 
Ald. Vogelsberg expressed her interest in changing the current language regarding ‘no owner consent’ 
stating that she felt that owners need more input on the issue.  
 
Marty Smircich asked the council to also consider amending the ordinance related to majority votes on 
preservation status and wanted a super-majority required for this, including the possibility of having 
the aldermen in the particular ward, having to vote in favor for it to pass. 
 
Ald. Marks asked staff to research the super majority vote issue. 
 
Mayor Burns noted an additional letter submitted by resident Mike Simon, 614 Easton, be entered into 
the record (see Exhibit E). 
 
On a motion by Ald. Vogelsberg, second by Ald. Flanagan, the committee returned to regular rules of 
order by unanimous voice vote. 
 
5. New Business 
 
Ald. Kilburg noted the recent passing of Genevan Ken Payleightner and commented on his 
contributions to the education of Geneva youth over the years. 
 
6. Upcoming Meetings: Committee of the Whole: August 22, 2011. 
 
7. Adjournment 
 
On a motion by Ald. Hill, second by Ald. Piper, the meeting was adjourned at 10:10pm. 
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COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MINUTES 
AUGUST 22, 2011 

 
Present: Mayor Burns, Ald. Brown, Dantino, Flanagan, Hill, Maladra, Marks (arrived at 7:17pm), 

Kilburg, Piper, Singer, Vogelsberg, Treasurer McQueeny 
 
Also Present: McKittrick, Dawkins, Radovich, Untch, Divita, Dahl, Dinges, Wright, Collins 
 
1. Call to Order 
 
The meeting was called to order by Chairperson Brown.  
 
2. Items of Business 
 
a. Department Report Presentation – Community Development 
 
Dir. Untch gave a presentation on the status of the Downtown Master Plan.  Topics included community 
outreach, key issues identified, market analysis, zoning and land use, transportation and parking, and historic 
preservation.  Untch stated that the next steps in the process would include a draft plan, approvals from council, 
public hearings and ultimately adoption of the plan. 
 
b. Recommend Approval for Use of Right of Way and Street Closure Oct. 1, 2011 for Black Hat Days 

(Pumpkins for a Cure). 
 
Moved by Ald. Marks, second by Ald. Hill  V/V:  10-0 Motion carried. 
 
c. Recommend Approval for Use of Right of Way for Downtown Charitable Solicitations by the Kiwanis 

Club of Geneva Sept. 23-24, 2011. 
 
Moved by Ald. Piper, second by Ald. Vogelsberg V/V:  10-0 Motion carried. 
 
d. Recommend Approval of Use of Right of Way for Downtown Charitable Solicitations by the Knights of 

Columbus Sept. 16-18, 2011. 
 
Moved by Ald. Flanagan, second by Ald. Singer V/V:  10-0 Motion carried. 
 
e. Recommend Approval of Temporary and Special Event Liquor Licenses for Festival of the Vine 

(Gibby’s Wine Den, The Geneva Wine Seller, Fiora’s, The Little Traveler) Sept. 9-11, 2011. 
 
 
Moved by Ald. Hill, second by Ald. Piper V/V:  10-0 Motion carried. 
 
f. Recommend Approval of Certificate of Completion Resolution for Northern Illinois Food Bank Storm 

Sewer, Water Main, Sanitary Sewer, Detention Basin. 
 
Moved by Ald. Vogelsberg, second by Ald. Marks V/V:  10-0 Motion carried. 
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g. Recommend Draft Resolution Authorizing Rejection of Bids for Peyton Street Substation Controls 
Upgrade. 

 
Moved by Ald. Piper, second by Ald. Kilburg  V/V:  10-0 Motion carried. 
 
h. Recommend Approval of Draft Resolution Authorizing Agreement with Charter One Bank for City of 

Geneva Banking Services. 
 
Moved by Ald. Vogelsberg, second by Ald. Marks  
 
Ald. Flanagan was disappointed that no Geneva Banks provided a favorable bid. Sean Durkin, with Charter One, 
was present and will be the City’s liaison. 
 
V/V:  10-0 Motion carried. 
 
i. Recommend Draft Ordinance (Zoning Ordinance Text Amendment) to Allow Massage Therapy as a 

Permitted Use in Above-Ground Floor Spaces in B3 Business District and as Special Use in Below-
Ground Floor Spaces Fronting Third Street in the B3 Business District. 

 
Moved by Ald. Piper, second by Ald. Hill   V/V:  10-0 Motion carried. 
 
j. Recommend Draft Ordinance Authorizing Annexation Agreement Pertaining to a Portion of Prairie 

Green Preserve. 
 
Moved by Ald. Flanagan, second by Ald. Dantino V/V:  10-0 Motion carried. 
 
k. Recommend Approval of Purchase of Replacement Computers from Dell Marketing, LLP in the Amount 

of $21,278.76. 
 
Moved by Ald. Vogelsberg, second by Ald. Marks V/V:  10-0 Motion carried. 
 
l. Recommend Draft Ordinance Amending Title 4, Chapter 2 (Liquor Control) of the Geneva City Code. 
 
Moved by Ald. Piper, second by Ald. Hill 
 
Sgt. Mike Frieders presented an overview of the amendments to the liquor code. Frieders stated that the 
overhaul was a goal of the City Administrator’s office and also a result from a request from license holders.  The 
code was out of date in many areas, language not clear or conflicting, and additional classifications were 
needed.  The process involved several months of staff time including research obtained from other communities, 
the Illinois Liquor Control Commission, the City Attorney and the IML.  The City reached out to the Chamber of 
Commerce and other license holders for feedback during the draft process.  Of particular interest was the newly 
created temporary licenses for special events in the City.  Staff will hold informational sessions in October with 
all licensees on the new regulations. 
 
Business owner Joe Stanton, spoke on behalf of the Chamber and fully endorsed the proposed amendments.  
Stanton thanked the City for including the Chamber in the process and was confident that the new code would 
be beneficial to the business community while keeping safeguards in place.  
 
Ald. Kilburg asked about the provisions on elected officials holding a license.  McKittrick stated that no changes 
were made to the code regarding this issue and that it was not allowed.  Additional discussion on Basset training 
was heard. Sgt. Frieders provided a brief overview of the training process. 
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Jody Lay, employee of Nosh Restaurant , inquired as to the BYOB license and if that would be needed for a 
licensed facility who also allows BYOB.  Per McKittrick, that would not be required. 
 
V/V:  10-0 Motion carried. 
 
3. New Business 
 

 Ald. Vogelsberg urged everyone to attend the Concert for a Cure on August 28th, benefitting the Paul Ruby 
Foundations on Alzheimer’s Awareness. 

 
4. Upcoming Meetings: Regular Committee of the Whole: Sept 12, 2011. 
 
5. Adjournment 
 
On a motion by Ald. Dantino, second by Ald. Singer, the meeting was adjourned by unanimous voice 
vote at 8:49 p.m. 
 
 



SPECIAL COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE MINUTES 
SEPTEMBER 6, 2011 

 
 
 
PRESENT: Mayor Burns, Ald. Brown, Dantino, Flanagan, Hill, Maladra, marks, Kilburg, Piper, 

Singer, Vogelsberg 
 
ALSO PRESENT: McKittrick, Attorney Sandek, Dawkins, Mexin, Olson, Divita, Untch, Spencer,  
 
1. Call to Order 
 
The special meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m.  Mayor Burns noted that all aldermen were 

present. 
 
2. Items of Business 
 
a. Consider Approval of Temporary Outdoor Liquor License for Sergio’s Cantina (30 W. State St.) 

September 9 and 10, 2011. 
 
Moved by Ald. Brown, second by Ald. Marks V/V:  10-0 Motion carried. 
 
3. New Business 
 
4. Upcoming Meetings: Committee of the Whole: September 12, 2011. 
 
5. Adjournment 
 
On a motion by Ald. Marks, second by Ald. Flanagan, the meeting was adjourned by unanimous voice 
vote at 7:02 p.m. 
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Strategic Plan Advisory Committee  
Chairperson: Mark Brault   
Annual Report to City Council 
Fiscal Year 2011 (May 2010-April 2011) 
 
Members for FY 2010-2011 – Robert Backus, Mark Brault, Chris Curione, Sue Gibbons, Vicki 
Kellick, Brad Koontz, Zac Ploppert, Randy Pomaro, and Nicole Weber 
 
The City of Geneva’s Strategic Plan Advisory Committee (SPAC) is a group of Genevans who 
believe that their collective energy can be a catalyst for the common good throughout the 
community.  SPAC is an advisory board that gives life to the City’s strategic plan by prioritizing 
community goals, sharing them with City staff and elected officials, and assisting in their 
implementation.  Additionally, SPAC supports various sub-committees including the 
International Cultural Exchange Committee, Bicycle-Pedestrian Committee, Natural Resources 
Committee, Student Government, and the Geneva Learners. 
 
Fiscal Year 2011 was a very exciting and interesting year for SPAC.  Two long time SPAC 
members departed, Mary Bencini & Mike Slifka, and two new members Mark Brault & Robert 
Backus came on board with fresh ideas and new energy. 
 
The year began with the election of officers: Brad Koontz, Chair, Chris Curione, Vice-Chair, 
Mark Brault, Treasurer, and Vickie Kellick, Secretary.  Additionally, members were assigned to 
serve as the liaison to various SPAC sub-committees. 
 
As this is a volunteer group, it was recognized that time is a precious commodity.  Therefore, the 
group decided to meet every other month instead of monthly.  Pursuant to the SPAC by-laws, the 
committee is only required to meet on a quarterly basis.  This change would help ensure that 
there would be a quorum present at all meetings. 
 
The fall brought about SPAC’s annual Town Meeting.  This year the focus was on the City’s 
Downtown Master Plan.  The public was invited to learn what was going on with the process and 
were able to provide valuable input into the planning process.  There were approximately fifty 
(50) in attendance!  This night was also an opportunity to recognize the hard work of all of the 
SPAC sub-committees. 
 
The SPAC sub-committees have continued to grow and mature and they continue to raise the 
public’s awareness to their individual messages.  The following is a brief report of their annual 
activities as reported by the sub-committee chairpersons.  
 
International Cultural Exchange Committee (ICEC) 
Submitted by Cynthia Albright, ICEC President 
 
2010 ACTIVITIES: 

 
- Summer 2010, Welcomed Six French Students from Croissy area 

The students from Croissy toured the Geneva History Center, Third Street shops, and ended 



their afternoon with ice cream and cupcake treats. These students were part of two 3-week 
summer exchange programs initiated by ICEC, and endorsed by Geneva Public School 
Board. 

 
HIGHLIGHT: 

 
- Hosted Delegation from Croissy-sur-Seine, our Sister City, September 27-October 

Please watch the video at :    www.vimeo.com/16750219 
 

- 14 delegates from Croissy, including 5 artists, 
were hosted by 9 families in Geneva.   The 
theme for the week was “Pioneers and the 
Prairie.”   

 
- Lecture on French Impressionism in the 

Croissy area presented at Geneva History 
Center by visitor, Jony Garner.   Locals also 
were invited to participate in the pre-arranged 
tours of Durant-Petersen House; Fermilab 
Prairie; Cemetery Walking Tour, etc.  Each 
tour/lecture had 10-40 locals in attendance, at 
no cost to attendees. 

 
- The works of six (6) French artists were exhibited in two venues open to the public, 

Gallery 28 in Geneva and Water Street Studios in Batavia. There were approximately 200 
attendees. 

 
- A Harvest Farm Dinner was hosted complete with musicians and country dancing at 

Heritage Prairie Farm.  There were approximately 65 attendees. 
 

- A painting by Pierre Rannaud, Croissy artist, was presented to Mayor Burns on behalf of 
the citizens of Geneva. This painting now hangs in a City Hall conference room. 

 
- Geneva History Center Exhibit ‘1893 World’s Fair Plates’ – July to November  

This unique collection of plates, produced in France for 1893 World’s Fair, Chicago had   
been presented as gifts to Geneva by previous visiting delegations from Croissy. 

 
2011 ACTIVITIES 
 
HIGHLIGHT: Delegation from Geneva to Croissy, May 26-30, 2011 

 
- Seventeen delegates from Geneva visited Croissy for this cultural exchange.  The 

delegates were hosted in private homes.  While there, they visited local museums and 
attended a local arts festival.  Included in the delegations were six local artists whose art 
was featured in a special art exhibit organized by the host committee.  

 



ONGOING ACTIVITIES 
 

- Broadening the cultural ties between Croissy and Geneva 
The ICEC is exploring ways to broaden the ties between the Sister Cities and to involve 
more local organizations and community groups. 

 
- Sister City Search focusing on Sweden 

The ICEC continues to seek ways to develop cultural exchange with a town in Sweden.  
Currently, they are working with local contacts in a couple villages in the region of 
Smaland, from which many early Swedish families came to Geneva. 

 
- Fund- and Friend-Raiser 

The ICEC is currently exploring ideas for a fund-raiser in fall 2011, venue and date to be 
determined. 

 
Bicycle/Pedestrian Committee (Bike-Ped) 
Submitted by Dave Peterson, Bike-Ped Chairman 
 
The Bike-Ped Committee participated in the fourth 
annual Earth Day event at RiverPark.  The committee 
came equipped with maps, safety literature and 
volunteers to guide kids through the skills course.   
The rain may have held down the attendance but one 
brave young rider did complete the course.  Our 
contact in the Geneva Police Department, Officer 
Brad Jerdee, assisted in the demonstration. 
 

The committee chairman attended the Regional Bike and Pedestrian Planning Workshop in Elgin 
on June 10.  This workshop addressed the role of bike and pedestrian committees in planning and 
education along with an overview of various bike and pedestrian facilities and issues in the 
western suburbs. 
 
Two "Stop for Pedestrians" signs for Third Street were purchased using SPAC funds.  They were 
deployed at James Street and at South Street at the beginning of July.  Many positive comments 
have been received. 
 
Members of the committee volunteered during the Bike Race on July 9. 
 
Bicycle education and safety literature and over 400 Kane County Bike maps have been 
distributed at various events throughout the city. 
 
The committee continues to plan and advocate the placement of bike racks and other bicycle 
facilities throughout the city. 
 
 
  



Natural Resources Committee (NRC) 
Submitted by Jay Womack, NRC Chair 

The Geneva Natural Resources Committee (NRC) promotes awareness and fosters 
improvements in Geneva’s environment by educating, taking action, and giving advice through 
events focused on raising awareness of conservation principles at the residential and commercial 
development scale. 

Current NRC Projects include: 

 Geneva Earth Day Event 
 Fox River Clean-Up Day 
 Eastside Drive Fire Station Native Landscape 

Project 
 2nd & Franklin Prairie Garden Project 
 Rain Barrels on Parade Campaign 
 Selling Rain Barrels and Compost Bins to 

promote Water and Resource Conservation 
 Attendance at Festival of the Vine to promote 

Water and Energy Conservation 
 Attendance at Gardenology to promote Water 

Conservation 
 Attendance at Swedish Days to promote Water Conservation 
 Two Environmental Scholarships to Graduating Seniors from GHS 
 Design and implementation of the rain gardens at City Hall 

Student Government Program 
 

Student Government program just completed its tenth 
year.  The two-part program ordinarily has both a 
spring and fall component; however, this year only the 
fall program was conducted. 
 
In November 2010, approximately twenty (20) 
students participated by spending the morning 
shadowing various city staff members.  Following the 
shadowing, a luncheon was held at the Mill Race Inn.  
In the afternoon, the students participated in a 
roundtable discussion featuring elected officials from 
the City of Geneva and the Geneva School Board.  As 

an added treat, former students and committee members from the first Student Government 
program were invited to attend the lunch and roundtable discussions. 
 
  



Geneva Learners 
Submitted by Zac Ploppert, SPAC Liaison 
 
The Geneva Learners are a group of engaged citizens who come together weekly to discuss 
current events and happenings around the world from both the past and present. The Learners 
meetings are filled with lively discussion and debate representing view points from throughout 
the community. Learners meetings are open to the public and all are welcomed and encouraged 
to attend. 
 
Upcoming Plans for Fiscal Year 2011-2012 
 
SPAC looks forward to another exciting year.  At the end of the fiscal year, the Committee said 
goodbye to two long-term members, Vickie Kellick and Randy Pomaro, and saw the student 
representative, Nicole Weber, graduate and move on to bigger things.  This provided an 
opportunity to welcome new members Leslie Juby, Jeff Womack, and student representative 
Maureen Levy.  
 
The Committee looks forward to a new year of promoting the City and its goals for the strategic 
plan, welcoming new ideas, and keeping the citizens engaged in the community.  As always, we 
especially thank Mayor Burns, the City Council and the City Staff for their support and 
encourage them to join SPAC and the various sub-committees during upcoming events. 
 
SPAC meets the months of May, July, September, November, January, and March on the third 
Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. at City Hall, 109 James Street.  Additionally, SPAC hosts an annual 
Town Meeting on the third Wednesday of October from 7:00 p.m. until 9:00 p.m. at City Hall.  
The sub-committees also meet on a regular basis with agendas posted at City Hall.  Any and all 
are welcome to attend! 
 



 
AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Agenda Item: Geneva Park District Saturday October 1, 2011 “Harvest Hustle 5k 
Run” -- Request for Use of City Right-of Way 

Presenter & Title: Ellen Divita, Director of Economic Development 

Date: August 16, 2011 

Please Check Appropriate Box: 
X Committee of the Whole Meeting  Special Committee of the Whole Meeting 
X City Council Meeting  Special City Council Meeting 
 Public Hearing  Other -  

 

Estimated Cost:   Budgeted?  YES 
X NO 

If NO, please explain how the item will be funded: 
Applicant requests that the Police Department: 1) Provide 6 barricades (3 for use at both the north 
and south ends of Viking Drive) during the day of the race; and request use of Viking Drive for 
the race.    
Executive Summary: 
The Geneva Park District is planning their Saturday October 1, 2011 Harvest Hustle Run.  They 
request closure of Viking Drive shut down between 6:00 am and 11:00 am and use of City 
barricades at each end of the road. They will place the barricades and have the street closure 
manned by volunteers. A map is supplied and an insurance certificate is forthcoming.  The Park 
District will provide the clean-up after the race.  Staff has reviewed the race and has no other 
concerns with this event.   
 
Attachments: (please list) 

 Special Event Application and email with additional information 
 Map of Race Route and Street Closures (north end of Viking Drive) 

 
Recommendation / Suggested Action: (briefly explain) 
Committee of the Whole is asked to approve the following motion: 
Staff recommends the Mayor and Committee of the Whole recommend approval to the City 
Council for the use of City Right-of-Way and City owned barricades for the Geneva Park 
Districts “Harvest Hustle 5k Run” on Saturday, October 1, 2011 from 6:00 am to 11:00 am. 
 

 



 

                             City of Geneva, Illinois 
                         Special Event/Festival Application 
                             _________________________________________________________________________ 
 
A. Name of Applicant____Mike Contreras__________________Phone____630-232-4542______________ 
 
Email:___mcontreras@genevaparks.com___________________________________________________________ 
 
Address__710 Western Ave.______________City___Geneva____State__IL_Zip_60134____________ 
 
Are you conducting the activity on behalf of an organization?   Yes__x______     No________ 
 
Name of Organization___Geneva Park District________________________________________________ 
 
Address____Same as above_________________City_______________State____Zip__________________ 
 
Phone_________________________________________  Fax____630-232-4569________________________ 
 
Social Security/Federal ID No.:____________________________________________________________________ 
 
B. Description of the proposed event:   
5 k race at Peck Farm Park path. We use Viking Drive as our beginning and end of the race.  I have already put in the 
contract for Geneva Middle School South for their parking lot and inside area.  We would just need yellow barricades 
at both ends of Viking Drive so that we can close down the road from 7am – 11am. Proceeds for the race goes to our 
Geneva Park District Scholarship Fund. 
 
C. Site of Proposed Event:___Geneva Park District Peck Farm Park and Geneva Middle School Parking lot including 
Viking Drive. 
 
D. Date(s) of proposed event_____Saturday, Oct. 1st________________________________________________ 
 
E. Time(s) of proposed event___6:00am – 11:00am_________________________________________________ 
 
F. Estimated maximum number of persons expected at the event each day:____350+________________________ 
 
G. Is alcohol going to be served or provided?  YES| NO |  MAYBE   License applied for?______________________ 
 
H. Submit in writing a detailed explanation, including drawings, site plan, and diagrams where applicable, of your 
plans to provide for the following – 

1. Police/Security and Fire Protection 
2. Food, water and electrical supply facilities 
3. Health and sanitation facilities (supply copy of  health department paperwork) 
4. Medical facilities and services, including emergency vehicles and equipment (if required) 
5. Vehicle access and parking facilities 
6. Camping and trailer facilities, if overnight  stays are anticipated 
7. Illumination facilities 
8. Communications facilities 
9. Facilities for clean up and waste disposal 
10. Noise control and abatement 
11. Insurance and bonding arrangements (please attach Certificate of Insurance naming City of Geneva as 

additional insured. 
12. Clean up procedure 

 
 
Date:____8/16/11____________________Signature of applicant_____Michael Contreras_______________ 



The only thing we would need for this event is the yellow stockades to block both ends of Viking 

drive.  We would set them up and take them down the day of the event.  We will be on site at 6:00am 

and participants will be arriving at 7:15am.   

  I have already contacted both principles at the middle schools and they are aware that we are 

going to be holding the 5k race on Oct. 1st. 

 

Thank you, 

Geneva Park District Staff 





 
AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Agenda Item: Geneva Lions Candy Days October 7th and 8th, 2011 

Presenter & Title: Ellen Divita, Director of Economic Development 

Date: August 16, 2011 

Please Check Appropriate Box: 
X Committee of the Whole Meeting  Special Committee of the Whole Meeting 
X City Council Meeting  Special City Council Meeting 
 Public Hearing  Other -  

 

Estimated Cost:   Budgeted? 
 YES 

X NO 
If NO, please explain how the item will be funded: 

Executive Summary: 
The Geneva Lions Club has requested permission to hold Geneva Lions Club Candy Days on 
October 7th and 8th, 2011 from the hours of 7 AM to 4 PM. For over 30 years, the Geneva Lions 
have collect funds for sight and hearing charities and other causes the club is devoted to. This 
year they wish to have members at the following locations: 
 

Starbucks on State Street at 3rd Street 
US Post Office on Third Street at James 
 

All Lions members would be on the sidewalk at the above locations. No City services are 
requested. An insurance policy certificate naming the City of Geneva is forthcoming. The 
attached special event application has been routed to all Departments and none have expressed 
concern. 
  
Attachments: (please list) 

 Event Application 
 

Recommendation / Suggested Action: (briefly explain)
Approve the Geneva Lions Club request to collect charitable donations at the places noted above 
on October 7th and 8th, 2011 from the hours of 7 AM to 4 PM. 

 





 
 

 
AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Agenda Items: Request For Use of Public Parking Lot for Breast Cancer Motorcycle Run 
Presenter & Title: Paul Evans, Business Development Specialist 
Date: September 6, 2011 
Please Check Appropriate Box: 
X Committee of the Whole Meeting  Special Committee of the Whole Meeting 
X City Council Meeting  Special City Council Meeting 
 Public Hearing  Other -  

 
Estimated Cost:   
                                  

Budgeted?     _______YES 
                      _______ NO 

If NO, please explain how the item will be funded: 

Executive Summary: 
The Dam Bar and Grill has requested the use of the 75 River Lane public parking lot for a Breast Cancer 
Motorcycle Run which will be held, Saturday, September 24, 2011 from 10 AM to 12 AM.  Fifty to one 
hundred participants will assemble in the parking lot at around 11 am then ride out to Yorkville and Hinckley 
before returning to the Dam Bar and Grill for festivities around 5:30 pm.  One of the benefactor’s will bring in 
some food and a band will entertain the participants at the restaurant.   
 
The Special Event application has been routed to each City Department.  The only special service being 
requested is to have the police put up the barricades after 2 am on Saturday, September 24, 2011.  No activities 
other than the parking of participant’s motorcycles or vehicles will occur in that parking lot.   
 
Staff requests City Council to allow the Dam Bar and Grill to reserve the 75 River Lane parking lot on 
September 24, 2011 in the area shown on the attached map provided: 

• A certificate of insurance for hazard liability insurance for at least $500,000 is carried for the parking 
lot naming the City of Geneva as and an additional insured.   

• No activities will take place in the 75 River Lane parking lot other than the parking of participant 
vehicles 

Attachments: (please list) 
• Special Event Application 
• Map of Project Area 

Recommendation / Suggested Action: (briefly explain) 
Economic Development staff recommends to the Mayor and City Council to approve the use of the 75 River 
Lane parking lot on Saturday, September 24, 2011 for a Breast Cancer Motorcycle Run subject to the conditions 
listed above. 

 





















 
AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Agenda Item: Consider renewal of Group Health/Dental/Vision Insurance Policies

Presenter & Title: Stephanie K. Dawkins, Asst. City Admin. /Dir. of Admin. Services 

Date: September 12, 2011 

Please Check Appropriate Box: 
X Committee of the Whole Meeting  Special Committee of the Whole Meeting 
X City Council Meeting  Special City Council Meeting 
 Public Hearing  Other -  

 

Estimated Cost:   Budgeted? X YES 
NO 

If NO, please explain how the item will be funded: 
 
Executive Summary: 
The employee health, dental, and vision insurance coverages are due for renewal on 
November 1, 2011.  The City currently utilizes Blue Cross Blue Shield (BCBS) for health 
coverage and an HMO dental plan.  The City also has a PPO self-funded plan through 
Delta Dental and the City contracts with VSP for the vision insurance coverage.  The City 
also provides a Life/AD&D policy for all full-time benefit eligible employees.  Open 
enrollment for employees who participate in these plans is set to occur in October 2011.  
The FY 2011-2012 budget reflected a projected 20% increase in group health insurance 
plan costs and 3% in dental insurance costs. 
Attachments: (please list) 

 Discussion Memo 
Recommendation / Suggested Action: (briefly explain) 
It is recommended that the City renew its policy with Blue Cross Blue Shield with no 
plan or rate changes at an estimated annual cost of $2,289,342.72; renew the BCBS HMO 
dental policy at an estimated annual cost of $5,641.00 (no increase), continue to fund the 
Delta Dental Self-Funded plan with an increase of 4.6% to the current rate for an 
estimated annual cost of $139,389.84 for claims and $8,280.00 (+4.07%) for a two-year 
rate guarantee for the administration fees; and renew the VSP Voluntary Vision plan with 
plan changes and a reduced premium, at no cost to the City (employees who choose to 
participate in the plan pay for the full cost).  All effective November 1, 2011 for the plan 
year 2011-2012. 

 



 
 
 
 

 M E M O R A N D U M 
 

To: Mayor Kevin R. Burns 
 City Council 
 

Cc: Mary McKittrick, City Administrator 
 

From: Stephanie K. Dawkins, Asst. City Admin./Admin. Svcs. Dir. 
 

Date: September 12, 2011 
 

Re: Group Health/Dental/Vision/Life Insurance Policies Renewal 
 

The employee health, dental, and vision insurance coverages are due for renewal on 
November 1, 2011.  The City currently utilizes Blue Cross Blue Shield (BCBSIL) for 
three options for health coverage (two HMO plans and a PPO plan) and an HMO dental 
plan.  The City also offers employees a PPO self-funded dental plan through Delta 
Dental of Illinois.  Finally the City contracts with VSP for a voluntary vision insurance 
plan, which provides vision services and products.  Open enrollment for employees, 
retirees, and those on or eligible for COBRA is set to occur in October 2011.  The FY 
2011-2012 budget reflected a projected 20% increase in group health insurance plan 
costs. Our experience is markedly improved contributing to a very favorable renewal. 

A market survey was recently conducted with the goal of maintaining a comparable 
level of coverage at a reasonable cost to the City.  Requests for proposals were sent to 
BCBSIL and three additional carriers; Aetna, Humana, and UnitedHealthcare.  Aetna 
and Humana declined to submit a proposal due to the inability to offer competitive rates.  
UnitedHealthcare (UHC) originally declined to submit a proposal, and later did submit a 
competitive proposal. 

The initial BCBSIL renewal was sent to Lundstrom (the City’s insurance broker) prior to 
receiving a quote from UHC with an overall increase of 2.16%.  Upon review of the UHC 
proposal, Lundstrom Insurance brokers submitted an appeal to BCBSIL to seek 
additional relief to the proposed renewal rates.  They were successful in their request 
and the BCBSIL agreed to waive the increase for the upcoming plan year for a premium 
reduction of approximately $50,000.  Although the UHC proposal was favorable for 
plans that resemble the current plans, there were some concerns with the fact that this 
is the first time UHC has submitted a competitive proposal in years.  Therefore, the 
brokers recommended and staff concurred that we should monitor their increases 
another year and spend more time in network and plan comparisons in anticipation of 
next year’s renewal. 

Employees will continue to have a choice between three (3) BCBSIL plans, with no 
recommended changes to the plan design. 



For comparison purposes, the following chart depicts the City’s renewal rates for the 
past ten (10) years: 

Renewal Year Percent Change 
2001 6.2% 
2002 15.3% 
2003 12.9% 
2004 14.9% 
2005 10.6% 
2006 7.9% 
2007 0% 
2008 13.92% 
2009 1.20% 
2010 16.5%/10.62%* 

Average 10.00% 
*introduced cost differential for PPO/HMO plans 

Additionally, the dental plans renew on November 1, 2011.  The BCBSIL DHMO dental 
plan policy will also see no increase for the 11-12 plan year.  There are currently six (6) 
participants in the DHMO dental plan.  There is, however, a recommended increase of 
4.6% to the Delta Dental plan funding factors (PPO self-funded with 148 participants) 
and a 4.07% increase to the administration fee with a two-year fee guarantee (currently 
$7,956 per plan year). 

The VSP voluntary vision program will renew on 11/01/11 for another two-year policy 
period.  The plan has changed with an increase in the exam co-pay and a decrease in 
the materials co-pay with reduced rates.  Employees who wish to participate in the plan 
fund the full cost.  There is no additional cost to the City to provide this voluntary benefit. 

The Life/AD&D policy with Standard Life is in the middle of a two-year rate guarantee 
until November 1, 2012.  

Dan Walter, Senior Vice-President of Lundstrom Insurance will be present at Monday’s 
meeting to answer any additional questions the Governing Body may have. 

Staff Recommendation: 

It is recommended that the City renew its policy with Blue Cross Blue Shield of Illinois 
for the group health plan at an estimated annual cost of $2,289,342.72; renew the 
BCBSIL HMO dental policy at an estimated annual cost of $5,641.00, fund the Delta 
Dental Self-Funded plan at the recommend rate (a 4.6% increase over current rates) for 
an estimated annual cost of $139,389.84 for claims and $8,280.00 (+4.07%) for the 
administration fees; and renew the VSP voluntary vision insurance plan for a two-year 
period with recommended changes.  

 



 
AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Agenda Item: Consideration of bids for the re-roofing of fire station #2. 

Presenter & Title: DC Jerry Koster 

Date: September 12, 2011 

Please Check Appropriate Box: 
X Committee of the Whole Meeting  Special Committee of the Whole Meeting 
 City Council Meeting  Special City Council Meeting 
 Public Hearing  Other -  

 

Estimated Cost:  $35,000.00 Budgeted? X YES 
NO 

If NO, please explain how the item will be funded: 
 
 
Executive Summary: 
Pursuant to the approved Capital Improvement Projects for Fiscal 2011 – 2012 
department staff developed specifications for the re-roofing of station 2. Constructed in 
1994 the roof has experienced a constant and significant amount of wind damage over the 
years that short-term repairs can no longer effectively address. This project will remove 
the existing layer shingles, replace any weakened plywood sheeting, install ice dam 
protection, and finish with new shingles. 
 
Attachments: (please list) 
• Submitted bids and project bid package. 
Recommendation / Suggested Action: (briefly explain) 
Consideration of accepting the low bid submitted by Advanced Roofing in the amount of 
$33,555.00 for the re-roofing of Station #2. 
 

 



September 7, 2011 
 
To:  Mayor Burns 
  Committee of The Whole Members 
 
Re:  Consideration of bids for the re‐roofing of Station #2. 
 
Pursuant to the approved Capital Improvement Projects for Fiscal 2011 – 2012 
department staff developed specifications for the re‐roofing of station 2. Constructed in 
1994, the facility extended the coverage of the department to the then newly 
developing property west of Randall Road. In that design the decision was made to use 
standard asphalt tab shingles with a projected life span on 15 to 20 years. Over that 
period the roof has had its share of maintenance as shingles have tom off during high 
winds. Much of this was a result of dust getting under the shingle tabs before they could 
be heated by the sun to form a seal. More recently, several leaks developed in different 
areas of the roof that required repairs and staff has been advised by separate roofing 
companies that the roof needs to be re‐shingled. 
 
Staff desires to have this work completed before the coming winter months. It is 
recommended the Committee of The Whole consider accepting the low bid submitted 
by Advanced Roofing in the amount of $33,555.00 for the repair of the roof on Station 
#2. 
 
 
   



RESOLUTION NO. 2011-__ 
 

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING EXECUTION OF  
Acceptance of The Bid Submitted by Advanced Roofing Inc. For The Re-Roofing 

Project at Fire Station #2 – 2530 Fargo Blvd., Geneva, Il. 60134 
 
 
 

 
 
  BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF GENEVA, 

KANE COUNTY, ILLINOIS, as follows: 

 

 SECTION 1:    That the Mayor and City Clerk are hereby authorized to execute, on 

behalf of the City of Geneva, acceptance of the bid submitted by Advanced Roof, Inc. in the 

form attached hereto at Exhibit “A”, relating to the re-roofing project for fire station #2. 

 

 SECTION 2:  This Resolution shall become effective from and after its passage as in 

accordance with law. 

 

 PASSED by the City Council of the City of Geneva, Kane County, Illinois, this ____ 

day of _________, 2011 

 

AYES: __   NAYS: __  ABSENT: __   ABSTAINING: __      HOLDING OFFICE: __     

 

Approved by me this ____ day of __________, 2011. 

       
 
                                                                                                                
                          Mayor 
ATTEST: 
 
                                                    
                 City Clerk 















Project Manual 
 

• Advertisement for Bids 

• Instructions to Bidders 
• Proposal Form 

 
 

 
 

Re‐Roofing Fire Station 2 
2530 Fargo Blvd. 
Geneva, Illinois 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Legal Notice  
Notice to Bidders 
 
Let it be known that the City of Geneva is seeking bids for the purpose of furnishing all 
materials and labor and performing all related work for the re‐roofing of it’s Fire 
Station 2 located at 2530 Fargo Blvd. Bids will be submitted in DUPLICATE to the 
Geneva Fire Department Station 1 at 200 Eastside Dr. Geneva, IL 60134 in sealed 
envelopes CLEARLY MARKED “FIRE STATION 2 ROOFING BIDS”. 
 
Bids will be received until July 22nd 2011 at 10:00 am, where they will be opened and 
read aloud in the office of the Fire Chief at Fire Station 1, 200 Eastside Dr. Geneva, IL 
60134. 
 
This work will be done in strict compliance with the specifications as prepared by the 
City of Geneva Building Commissioner. Copies of the specifications can be obtained 
from the Office of the Fire Chief, Geneva Fire Department, 200 Eastside Dr., Geneva, 
Illinois 60134 Monday ‐ Friday 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
                 
Each bidder must submit with the proposal, a cashier’s check or certified check in the 
amount of not less than ten percent (10%) of the amount of the bid.  
 
A performance bond in the amount of not less than 100% of the bid price must be 
provided at the time the contract is executed.  
 
All work done under this contract will be performed by persons earning, at minimum, 
the prevailing wage as found in the City Code.  
 
The City of Geneva reserves the right to reject any and all bids and waive any and all 
technicalities if found to be in the best interest of the City of Geneva. 
 
 
 
 
The City of Geneva, Illinois 
Mary McKitrick 
City Administrator  
22 S. First Street Geneva, Illinois 60134 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
ROOFING SPECIFICATIONS 
FIRE STATION 2 ROOFING PROJECT 
INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS 
 
 

1. Sealed bids clearly marked “FIRE STATION 2 ROOFING BIDS” shall be submitted 
in DUPLICATE to and received by the Geneva Fire Department in Kane County, 
Illinois until 10:00 a.m. Friday, July 22, 2011 where at such time they shall be 
opened and read aloud. 

 
2. All bids must be delivered to the Geneva Fire Department, 200 Eastside Dr., 

Geneva, Illinois not later than 10:00 a.m. on Friday, July 22, 2011 at such time 
they will be opened and read aloud. 

 
3. All bids shall be submitted in DUPLICATE clearly marked “FIRE STATION 2 

ROOFING BIDS”. 
 

4. A bid bond in the amount of 10% of the bid price shall be submitted with the bid.  
      All bid bonds will be returned once a qualified contractor has been chosen.  
 

5. A performance bond with a corporate surety approved by the City of Geneva in  
      the amount of 100 % of the Bid Price shall be submitted at the time the bid is      
      awarded and before work is to begin to ensure faithful performance of the  
      project. 
 

6. The contractor/firm awarded the contract for the project shall pay any and all 
persons in connection with this project prevailing wage as found in city 
ordinance adopted by the City of Geneva each May 1st, all in accordance with 
State Statue. 

 
7.   The bidder shall comply with all federal and state requirements as found by the 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EE0C) and the Fair Labor Standards Act 
where applicable. 
 
      8.  The Bidder shall include with the bid a statement that the contractor has not 
been  barred from bidding as a result of any violations of city, state or federal    
regulations pertaining to bidding. 
 
9    The owner reserves the right to reject any or all bids and waive any or all  
      technicalities if it is found to be in the best interest to do so. 
 



10. Any and all information regarding bidding or performing under this contract or  
      information pertaining to the contract documents shall be directed to the Building  
     Commissioner, 109 James Street, Geneva, Illinois 60134 (630) 262‐0280. 
 

11. The City of Geneva, in accordance with the laws of the State of Illinois, hereby  
notifies all bidders that it will affirmatively insure that the contract entered into 
pursuant to this advertisement will be awarded to the lowest responsive, responsible 
qualified bidder, without discrimination on the grounds of race, color, or national origin, 
and in compliance with the provisions of the Prevailing Wage Act. 
       

12. Bidders shall examine the specifications and also the location in which  
      said work is to be performed and judge for themselves all of the circumstances  
      and surrounding conditions affecting the cost of this project.  
 

13. Bidders must certify that they are not barred from bidding on projects as a 
violation of Article 33E of the Criminal Code of the State of Illinois. 

 
14. The owner reserves the right to reject any non‐responsive, non‐responsible bid,  

or to waive or not to waive any informality therein so long as the informality does not 
affect the contract cost. Unless all bids are rejected, award shall be made to the lowest 
responsive and responsible bidder.      
   

15. No bidder shall withdraw it’s proposal after same has been submitted and  
      received by the owner. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PROPOSAL  
 
Fire Station #2 Roofing Project 
 
at 
 
2530 Fargo Blvd 
Geneva, Illinois 60134 
 
 
Fire Chief 
Steve Olson  
Geneva Fire Department 
200 Eastside Dr. 
Geneva, Illinois 60134 
 
 
 
To the Fire Chief 
 
The undersigned does hereby state that he/she has examined the advertisement for 
bids, instructions to bidders, specifications, and all other documents as well as the site 
of the subject project and has fully informed himself/herself of the work to be 
conducted.  
 
The undersigned hereby proposes to furnish all labor, materials, services and 
equipment, and to do all work and pay all costs and expenses connected therewith 
required to construct this project complete in place in accordance with the documents 
named in the foregoing paragraph, on the basis of the quantities of work and services 
actually performed and for the lump sum amount of:  
 
Total amount of PROPOSAL ____________________________________ 
 
Date: _____________________ Signature: ______________________________ 
 
Title: ___________________________________________‐ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
CERTIFICATION THAT THE CONTRACTOR IS NOT BARRED FROM PUBLIC CONTRACTING 
DUE TO BID‐RIGGING OR  
BID ROTATING CONVICTIONS 
 
WHEREAS, a conviction for the offense of bid‐rigging or bid‐rotating bars a person firm, 
partnership or corporation from bidding on public contracts (III. Rev. Stat. 1987, ch.38, 
par. 33E‐3, 33E‐4), and  
 
WHEREAS, Section 33E‐11 of the Criminal Code (III. Rev. Stat.1987, ch.48, par. 33E‐11) 
requires bidders and contractors to certify on a form provided by the unit of local 
government or school district that they are not barred from public contracting due to 
bid‐rigging and bid‐ rotating convictions. 
 
  NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED THAT the undersigned,  
 
 
     

                     
                           (individual, firm, partnership, corporation or other entity)  
 
 
Is not barred from bidding on or entering into public contracts due to having been 
convicted of bid‐rigging or bid‐rotating under paragraph 33E‐3 or 33E‐4 of the Illinois 
Criminal Code. The undersigned also certifies that no officers or employees of the bidder 
or contractor have been so convicted and that the bidder or contractor is not the 
successor company or a new company created by the officers or owners of one so 
convicted. It is further certified that any such conviction occurring after the date of this 
certification will be reported to the owner in writing, within seven (7) days of such 
conviction, if it occurs during any bidding process, contract terms or otherwise prior to 
entering into any contracts therewith.  
 
 
DATE: _________________  BY: ________________________________________ 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
SEAL 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Scope of Work 
 

A. The contractor will ensure all work is done in conformance with all applicable 
codes and OSHA regulations. 

B. The contractor will have a valid State of Illinois roofing license. 
C. The contractor will have adequate insurance coverage and provide the City of 

Geneva  a certificate of Insurance, naming the City as additional insured. A 
workmanship guarantee of a minimum 10 years is required.  Terms of guarantee 
shall be submitted with the bid.  

D. The contractor will ensure the job site is completely cleaned at the end of each 
work day so no imminent hazards exist (ie: wood, debris, nails, fasteners ect.) All 
structures are to be water‐tight before leaving job site at the end of each work 
day. 

E. The contractor will provide safe pedestrian access to the building entrances 
throughout the entire project. 

F. The contractor will ensure vehicular entrance/exit points of the building shall not 
be blocked during construction unless authorized in advance by the owner.  
Under no circumstances shall all access points be blocked simultaneously. 

G. The contractor will work with United Radio c/o Berry Wilks 9200 S. Oketo Ave. 
Bridgeview, IL (708) 233‐5820 for the removal and re‐installation of the antenna.  
At no time during the project is the antenna allowed to be disconnected as it is 
used for emergency communication by the owner.  The radio antenna removal 
and re‐installation shall be included in the bid. 

H. The contractor will remove all existing roofing material to the original sheeting 
and is responsible for the disposal of all materials throughout entire project. 

I. The roofing contractor will be responsible to ensure that the sheeting is clean 
and dry and that the plywood material is smooth, nailed properly, and clean of 
defects prior to installation of felt underlayment . 

J. The contractor will replace all rotten plywood with the same material or 
equivalent. 

K. The contractor will install all style “D” roof edge at all rakes and eaves ensuring 
proper coverage at the fascia counter flash . 

L. he contractor will install Grace Premium ice and water‐shield product with at 
least 20 inches of coverage from the vertical wall plate back over the heated 
portion of the roof. 

M. The contractor will install Grace Premium ice and water shield product in all the 
valleys of the roof systems.  

N. Thirty pound roof felt will be used and nailed in place with plastic cap nails or 
equivalent. 

O.  The contractor will furnish and install all roofing boots and storm collars for 
penetrations. 



P. The contractor will furnish and install two (2) bathroom vents with flapper on 
the east side of the building – specific location to be approved by the owner. 

Q. The contractor will flash each vertical connection and counter flash any brick to 
roof application. 

R. The contractor will remove “mushroom” style vents and repair plywood. 
S. The contractor will install, in accordance to the manufacturers 

recommendations, Certainteed Landmark Plus architectural shingles or 
equivalent shall be provided. The owner will select the color shingle prior to 
work beginning. Bidder shall provide information and specifications with 
submitted bid that describe the equivalent product in a manner that allows the 
City to make an accurate evaluation of proposed alternate. 

T. The contractor will use the manufacturer’s recommended nails and nailing 
pattern approved by the owner.  Minimum 4 nails per shingle. 

U.  The contractor will install the valley in accordance to manufacturer’s 
recommendations, approved by the owner. 

V. The contractor will provide adequate amount of hip and ridge ventilation for the 
size of the attic area. 

W. The contractor will install all shingle hip and ridge caps ensuring that intersecting 
caps overlap for proper seal.  

X. The contractor is responsible for caulking the work as required and ensuring 
valleys are sealed so water does not back up underneath the shingles. 
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Executive Summary: 
We have received many questions and comments from residents and aldermen regarding 
the emerald ash borer (EAB) infestation. We would like to take this opportunity to update 
everyone on what has occurred to date and what the current City plan is.  We will also 
open it up for discussion on options moving forward. 
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 
MEMORANDUM 

 
September 8, 2011 
 
Memo To:  Mayor Burns and Members of the City Council 
 
From:  Dan Dinges, Director of Public Works 
  Steve LeMaire, Superintendent of Streets, Fleet and Forestry 
 
Re:   Emerald Ash Borer Infestation Update 
 
Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) was first identified in Geneva on Bradbury Lane on the 
westside in early 2008. Staff has worked with the Illinois Department of Agriculture, 
attended multiple workshops, seminars and conferences to gain as much knowledge as 
possible to effectively respond to this significant event within available funding and other 
available resources. City staff and the City Council developed a response plan 
(attached) and has implemented this plan with the available funding and resources.  
 
According to the last tree inventory performed in 2000, the City had approximately 2800 
trees that are either green ash or white ash, both of which are impacted by the EAB. 
Evidence of the infestation can take up to 3-5 years before the trees demonstrate signs 
of the borer and the damage it is creating to the trees. Therefore, staff didn’t notice the 
signs on the trees until recently (2010 and 2011).  
 
Since 2008, approximately 561 parkway ash trees have been removed. The majority 
(469 trees) of the removals have occurred during the past two (2) years. This is a direct 
result of the infestation that is now significantly affecting the trees after many years the 
borer has been located in the trees. Basically, the trees are dying rapidly at this time. 
Attached is a program summary that demonstrates the increase volume of trees that are 
being removed year to year. This pattern most likely will continue. For this fiscal year (4 
months), staff has removed approximately 260 trees. It is tentatively anticipated that 
staff could remove up to 400-500 trees if the winter season is a mild one. Important to 
point out is the process necessary to remove a parkway tree. Staff performs the 
removal, a stump list is compiled to 25 trees, then a contractor performs the stump 
grinding.  Once the stump is ground the same tree removal staff must discontinue the 
tree removal activities and cleanup, apply dirt and seed to all stump areas. Once they 
have completed the stump restoration, the tree crew will restart the tree removal work.  
 



During the past four (4) years as the number of dying trees increases, replacement 
trees are in demand. As proposed and approved in the Street Division’s 2011-12 budget 
goals (attached), the total budgeted amount for replacement trees was increased from 
$38,000 to $68,000 to assist with replacement program. This additional $30,000 is 
available from the Tree Nursery Fund. For the next three (3) years an additional 
$30,000 will be allocated to purchase replacement trees. This will increase the annual 
number of trees planted from approximately 120 to 200 for the next three (3) years. 
After this fund is depleted the City will either need to reduce the number of replacement 
trees or locate another funding source.  
 
The Street Division currently employs thirteen (13) field employees to perform multiple 
services, programs and tasks during the course of the year. The proposed assignments 
are developed to allow four (4) employees to perform pavement repairs, four (4) to 
perform forestry work (EAB removals only), two (2) for streetscape, one (1) for street 
sweeping, one (1) for sign maintenance and one (1) for cemetery work. This 
arrangement unfortunately gets disrupted and reorganized due to many other tasks and 
requests for service. Attached are a “Roster of Activities” and an “Organization Chart” 
which demonstrates the other activities this division must assist and perform in addition 
to pavement repairs and forestry work which has adverse impact on the pavement and 
tree work.  
 
Some ideas/options to discuss: 
 

• Continue the program Per FY 11-12 Street Division Goals 
 

• Add a contractor to assist with the removals specifically for the larger and more 
dangerous trees (Not Budgeted). 
 

• Add a contractor to assist with the stump restorations (Not Budgeted). 
 

• Apply all available funds towards removals to eliminate potential hazards to the 
public.  Once all ash trees are removed then we would focus on tree 
replacement. 
 

• Tree Nursery at Prairie Green (Not Budgeted). 
 

• 50/50 Tree Replacement Program (~$300 / 2-1/2”-3” tree, $150 homeowner) 
 

• Smaller Replacement Tree (2”)  - $100 / tree paid by homeowner (Natural 
Resources Committee idea) 
 

• Potential Funding Sources: 
 

o Postpone Northcentral Trail - FY 2011-12 Budget $50,000 
o Postpone Herrington Inn Plaza Wall Restoration – FY 2011-12 Budget 

$20,000 
o Special Service Area for entire City 
o Monthly Fee on Utility Bill (Based on 10,000 accounts): 

 1 year @ $8.35/month generates $1,002,000 
 2 years @ $4,20/month generates $1,008,000 
 3 years @ $2.80/month generates $1,008,000  



 

 
 

DECLARATION OF NUISANCE 
 

 
 
 
 
 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that  the City of Geneva, an Illinois municipal 
corporation,  pursuant to Title 8 (Public Ways and Property), Chapter 5 (Forestry), 
Section 8-5A-6 (Disease) of the City of Geneva City Code, as amended, has declared 
that  all plants and plant products thereof infested with the Emerald Ash Borer 
(Agrilus planipennis Fairemaire),  are a nuisance within the corporate limits of the 
City of Geneva, Illinois. 
 
All Green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica), White ash (Fraxinus Americana), Black ash 
(Fraxinus nigra), as well as several horticultural varieties of ash, that are infested  
should be eradicated unless the Illinois Department of Agriculture approve of  
specific product or products that  provide long term effectiveness in prevention of the 
infestation.   
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ORDINANCE NO. 2008 
 
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING TITLE 8 [PUBLIC WAYS & PROPERTY], CHAPTER 5                        

[FORESTRY], ARTICLE A [TREES & SHRUBS] SECTION 6 [DISEASED                                    
TREES] OF THE GENEVA CITY CODE 

_________________________________________ 
 
 
 BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF GENEVA, KANE 
COUNTY, ILLINOIS, as follows: 
 
 
SECTION 1:  That Section 8-5A-6 [Diseased Trees] of Article 5A [Forestry: Trees & Shrubs] of 
Title 8 of the Geneva City Code be and the same is hereby amended by deleting said Section 
8-5A-6 in its entirety and substituting therefor, instanter, the following words and figures: 
 
8-5A-6: DISEASED TREES: 

A.  Definitions: 
 
“Infected” means the presence of a disease deemed a nuisance by the Illinois Department of 
Agriculture or the United States Department of Agriculture, or the presence of circumstances that 
make it reasonable to believe that such a disease is present, or the presence of any plant disease that 
is liable to spread to other plants, trees or shrubs to the injury of such plants, trees or shrubs or the 
injury of humans or property.  Examples of such nuisances include, but are not limited to, Dutch 
elm disease, verticillium wilt, and oak wilt.  This definition does not apply to common native pests 
such as powdery mildew or apple scab. 

“Infested” means the presence of a pest deemed a nuisance by the Illinois Department of 
Agriculture or the United States Department of Agriculture, or the presence of circumstances that 
make it reasonable to believe that such a pest is present, or the presence of any injurious insect or 
pest that is liable to spread to other plants, trees or shrubs to the injury of such plants, trees or shrubs, 
or the injury of humans or property.  Examples of such nuisances include, but are not limited to, 
Asian longhorn beetle, bark beetle and emerald ash borer.  This definition does not apply to 
common native pests such as powdery mildew or apple scab. 

“Hazard or hazardous” means, for the purposes of this Chapter, any imminent or likely danger to the 
health, safety or welfare of the Public at large, or any person or property 

   B. Nuisances Declared: 

1. Bark Beetle Place of Origin: Trees or parts thereof in a dead or dying condition that  
are or may serve as a place of origin for the elm bark beetle, Scolytus multistriatus, are 
hereby declared to be nuisances. It shall be unlawful for any person owning property 
whereon a tree that is infested or infected with bark beetle is situated to possess or keep 
such tree if it has been determined to be a hazard by the City’s arborist or superintendent of 
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streets and walks. 
 

2. Emerald Ash Borer: All plants, trees and plant products infested or infected with the emerald ash 
borer, Agrilus planipennis Fairemaire, are hereby declared to be nuisances, subject to abatement  as set forth 
in this Section 6.   It shall be unlawful for any person owning property whereon a tree that is 
infested or infected with Emerald ash borer is situated to possess or keep such tree if it has 
been determined to be a hazard by the City’s arborist or superintendent of streets and 
walks. 

 

C. Removal of Infected, Infested or Dead Trees:  

1. Pursuant to the provisions of Paragraphs 11-20-7 and11-20-12 of the  
Illinois Municipal Code [65 ILCS 5/11-20-7 and 65 ILCS 5/11-20-12],  the City has the 
authority to  cause the removal of (a) elm trees infected with Dutch elm disease, (b) ash 
trees infected with the emerald ash borer, or (c) the removal of nuisance trees and bushes 
from real property not owned by the City or dedicated for pubic use when the owner of 
such real property refuses or neglects to remove any such tree.    No person shall knowingly 
permit any tree or shrub infected, infested or dead which is a hazard to remain on any real 
property, lot or tract of land owned or controlled by such person. If such person fails to 
remove any tree or shrub so infected, infested or dead within thirty (30) days after receipt 
of notice (in the form prescribed in subparagraph (3) below) from the Director of Pubic 
Works or his designated representative, directing such removal, the City may remove such 
tree or shrub at the cost and expense of such person.  
 
2. The cost of removal by the City shall be a lien upon the real property  
affected, superior to all other liens and encumbrances, except tax liens, mortgagees or 
judgment creditors whose liens were perfected prior to the removal of the tree(s).  Within 
60 days after the cost and expense of removal of the tree(s) is incurred by the City, or the 
person performing the service by authority of the City, files notice of lien in the office the 
Kane County Recorder.   The notice shall consist of a sworn statement setting out (1) a 
description of the real property sufficient for identification thereof, (2) the amount of 
money representing the cost and expense incurred or payable for the service and (3) the 
date or dates which such cost and expense was incurred by the City.  The aforesaid notice 
shall be personally served  or sent by registered mail to the person to whom was sent the 
tax bill for the general taxes for the last preceding year on the real property and shall be 
delivered or sent not less than 30 days prior to the removal of the tree or trees located 
thereon. The lien of the City shall not be valid as to any mortgagee, judgment creditor or 
other lienor whose rights in and to such real property arise prior to the filing of such 
notice.  The City shall order the lien to be released upon payment of the cost and expense 
by the owner of, or persons interested in, such real property after the notice of lien has 
been filed. 

 
3. The Director of Public Works or his designee shall give the owner of the real 
property where hazardous infested, infected or dead trees are found, written notice of the 
existence of such hazardous condition and require the removal of the tree(s) or shrubs 
within thirty (30) days following such notice. Such removal shall be performed by a 
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licensed contractor and the removal shall be under the supervision of the City. The notice 
shall also provide a copy of this Section 8-5A-6 informing the owner of  the real property  
that unless the affected tree(s) or shrubs is removed in compliance with the terms of this 
Chapter within said 30-day period , the City shall proceed with the removal of such trees 
or shrubs as prescribed above. Service of the notice provided for in this subparagraph 
shall be by personal service or by registered mail, addressed to the owner at his last known 
address.  
 

 

  
SECTION 2:  That Title 8 of the Geneva City Code as heretofore and herein above amended shall 
otherwise remain in full force and effect. 
 
 
SECTION 3:  This Ordinance shall become effective from and after its passage as in accordance 
with law.  Publication of this Ordinance is hereby approved to be in pamphlet form. 
 
 
 PASSED by the City Council of the City of Geneva, Kane County, Illinois, this 15th day of 
September, 2008. 
 
AYES: ___ NAYS: ___ ABSENT: ___ ABSTAINING: ___  HOLDING OFFICE: 10 
 
 
 APPROVED by me as Mayor of the City of Geneva, Kane County, Illinois, this 15th day 
of September, 2008. 
 
    
       ____________________________ 
                                                   Mayor                         
 
ATTEST: 
 
______________________________ 
                     City Clerk                       
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AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Agenda Item: 

City-initiated text amendments to the Geneva Zoning Ordinance – Regarding 
formatting, procedural, and regulatory changes to the City’s Sign Regulations, 
including the relocation of the Sign Regulations from the Building Code to 
Chapter 12 of the Zoning Ordinance 

Presenter & Title: 
Dick Untch, Director of Community Development 
David DeGroot, City Planner 

Date: September 12, 2011 

Please Check Appropriate Box: 
X Committee of the Whole Meeting  Special Committee of the Whole Meeting 
 City Council Meeting  Special City Council Meeting 
 Public Hearing  Other -  

 

Estimated Cost:  $0 Budgeted? 
 YES 

 NO
Executive Summary: 
In July of 2010, the Committee of the Whole reviewed proposed amendments to the City’s sign 
regulations and authorized staff to conduct public meetings and Plan Commission public hearings on 
the amendments.  Based on the comments received during the meetings and hearings, and direction 
from the Plan Commission, staff has made some revisions to the proposed amendments.  Key changes 
in the original proposal included: (1) relocating the sign regulations from the Building Code to the 
Zoning Ordinance,  (2) codification of the review procedures for signs located within the Historic 
District, (3) disbanding the Commercial Sign Committee, (4) clarifying the allowable sign area and sign 
area calculations, (5) clarifying the regulation for awning and canopy signs,  (6) allowing Electronic 
Message Board Signs in the B1, B4, B5, and OR districts, (7) expanding the lists of Exempt Signs & 
Prohibited Signs, (8) establishing regulations for Temporary Signs, (9) clarifying that nonconforming 
signs landmarked for Historic Preservation may be reused, replaced, and/or reconstructed, and (10) 
establishing an administrative procedure by which multi-tenant building owners can expedite the review 
of individual sign applications by establishing a Master Sign Plan.  At the direction of the Plan 
Commission, a subcommittee of business owners was convened to work on an alternative to A- frame 
signs.  Thereafter, additional key changes were made to the amendments including: (1) prohibiting A-
Frame Signs for all business establishments, (2) allowing projecting signs for establishments within the 
B2 District, and (3) allowing downtown directional signs on corner lots in the B2 and B3 Districts.  
Please see the attached memorandum and draft ordinance for more detail. 
Attachments: (please list) 
(1) Memorandum      (2) Review Process Summary      (3) Draft Ordinance - Proposed Sign Regulations 

Recommendation / Suggested Action: (briefly explain) 
At its meeting on April 14, 2011 the Plan Commission recommended approval of the proposed text 
amendments as presented in the attached memorandum and draft ordinance.  Staff also recommends 
approval of the proposed amendments, which incorporate the key changes generated by the 
subcommittee of business owners.  

 



    City of Geneva 
Community Development Department 

 

Memorandum 
 

To:  Mayor Burns and the Geneva Committee of the Whole 
 

From:  Dick Untch, Director of Community Development  
  David DeGroot, City Planner  
 

Date:  September 9, 2011 
 

Meeting: September 12, 2011, Committee of the Whole 
 

Subject:   City-initiated text amendments to the Geneva Zoning Ordinance – Regarding formatting, 
procedural, and regulatory changes to the City’s Sign Regulations, including the 
relocation of the Sign Regulations from the Building Code to Chapter 12 of the Zoning 
Ordinance 

 
 
Request 
The proposed amendments include formatting, procedural, and regulatory changes to the City’s 
Sign Regulations, including the relocation of the Sign Regulations from Title 10 (Building 
Regulations) to Title 11 (Zoning Ordinance).   
 
Purpose & Goals 
The Community Development Department has prepared a series of proposed text amendments to 
the sign regulations that clarify certain provisions, correct contradictory provisions, or simply 
change regulations to address evolving signage needs and concerns.  Additionally, the proposed 
text amendments are intended to create more user friendly sign regulations, control the 
proliferation of signs, minimize the visual impact of signs, and enable businesses to have high 
quality signs that enhance their visibility and vitality.   
 
Background & Memorandum Format 
Staff initially presented the proposed sign amendments to the Committee of the Whole in July of 
2010.  The Committee of the Whole authorized staff to conduct public meetings and a Plan 
Commission public hearing on the proposed amendments.  Several public meetings and a Plan 
Commission public hearing were held.  A summary of the process that was used to review the 
proposed sign regulations is attached for your information.  Based on the comments received 
from citizens, business owners, and Plan Commissioners, staff made some revisions to the 
proposed amendments.  This memorandum and attached draft ordinance reflect the current Plan 
Commission and staff recommendations.  Of the key changes identified in the following section, 
item numbers 12, 13, and 14 are the only ones that contain changes to the original proposal 
presented to the Committee of the Whole in July of 2010.   
 
 
 



Memorandum to Mayor Burns and the Committee of the Whole 
Text Amendments – Sign Regulations 

Page 2 of 7 
 
 

Key Changes 
As shown in the attached draft ordinance, the proposed sign regulations take on a much different 
format than the current sign regulations.  Many of the proposed amendments are simply to 
relocate Sections or make minor grammatical changes.  Therefore, exact changes are not shown 
with strikethroughs and bold font in the attached draft ordinance.  Rather, staff has identified the 
key changes proposed and provided a summary of each; as shown below.  Item numbers 12, 13, 
and 14 are the only key changes that differ from the original proposal presented to the 
Committee of the Whole in July of 2010.   
 
1. Relocation of the sign regulations from the Building Code to the Zoning Ordinance 

Sign regulations are most commonly located in zoning ordinances.  Relocating the sign 
regulations to the Zoning Ordinance makes the regulations more user friendly by placing 
them with other development regulations that are typically consulted when planning a 
project.  Additionally, under the proposed amendments, the Plan Commission, not the 
Commercial Sign Committee, would hear variation applications on signs; therefore making 
the Zoning Ordinance the more appropriate location for the sign regulations.  The relocation 
of the regulations would necessitate amendments to Sections 11-2-2(Definitions) and 11-14-
5(Variations) of the Zoning Ordinance, both included in the attached draft ordinance.  

 
2. Codification of the review procedures for signs located within the Historic District 

As shown on page 3 (Section 11-12-2C) of the attached draft ordinance, it is proposed that a 
description be included of the review procedure used for sign permit applications on 
properties located within a historic district.  The procedure described is currently used by 
City staff for signs located within a historic district; however the procedure is not codified.   
By adding this description, customer service would be improved by making applicants aware 
of the procedures prior to submitting an application.    
 

3. Disbandment of the Commercial Sign Committee, duties shifted to the Plan Commission  
The current sign regulations establish a Commercial Sign Committee (CSC), which is 
comprised of 3 aldermen, and 3 members recommended by the president of the Geneva 
Chamber of Commerce.  Currently, the CSC is charged with reviewing applications for 
permits to erect canopies, awnings, and marquees upon or over public property, variation 
petitions pertaining to a proposed increase in the allowable sign surface area for certain 
types of signs, and appeals of Building Commissioner rulings.  The CSC has had little 
activity over the past 5 years, reviewing less than 1 appeal or variation petition per year.  
Additionally, the inclusion of 3 aldermen on the CSC committee reflects the prior City 
Council aldermanic committees that were replaced by the Committee of the Whole (COW) in 
the year 2000.  The Committee of the Whole places the responsibility of conducting detailed 
review of petitions/requests with advisory commissions (citizen members appointed by the 
City Council), with the support of staff, rather than with committees comprised of aldermen.  
The City Council takes action on each petition/request based on the recommendation of the 
appropriate advisory commission and the COW.   Since the CSC has been reviewing very few 
cases, and the City Council has eliminated all other previously seated aldermanic 
committees, staff is recommending the elimination of the CSC.  It is further recommended 
that CSC duties be shifted to the Plan Commission.  The Plan Commission meets regularly 
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and is accustomed to conducting formal public hearings.  Additionally, if variation petitions 
and appeals were reviewed by the Plan Commission, the review process for applicants would 
be simplified by having one less committee to present their project to.  Please also see page 
31 (Section 11-14-5A) of the attached draft ordinance.      

 
4. Clarification of allowable sign area and sign area calculations, including illustrations 

The current sign regulations do not include any illustrations to help applicants visualize and 
understand the calculations and measurements associated with sign area.  Therefore, staff is 
proposing to add illustrations to show how an establishment’s allowable sign area is 
calculated.  Under the current sign regulations, the area for a sign that is not enclosed by a 
box or outline is determined by multiplying the dimensions of the imaginary squares or 
rectangles that would completely encompass all of the letters, parts, or symbols.  For  
calculating the area of such signs, the use of no more than (2) imaginary squares or 
rectangles is proposed.  This provision will prevent applicants from designing oversized 
support structures to attract attention since the supporting structures are not included in the 
calculation of sign area.  The use of two (2) imaginary squares or rectangles allows for some 
design flexibility and helps determine the area of signs with a unique shape accurately, while 
encouraging supporting structures that are in  proportion and complementary to the size of 
the sign.  The proposal also excludes certain portions of signs when calculating sign area.  
As shown in Section 11-12-6A, the proposal requires all freestanding signs to display the 
property’s address or range of addresses.  Since the City would be requiring property 
addresses, it is proposed that the addresses not be counted when calculating the sign area for 
freestanding signs.  Currently staff maintains the practice of not counting the area of any 
base or support structure when calculating sign area, unless such area is used to display a 
message.  Clarifying language is proposed that states such areas shall not be counted when 
calculating sign area.   Please see page 6 through 9 (Section 11-12-5) of the attached draft 
ordinance. 
 

5. Clarification on the regulation of awning and canopy signs 
The current sign regulations use the term flush sign rather than wall sign.  The proposal 
calls for replacing the term “flush sign” with the term “wall sign” because wall sign is more 
commonly understood terminology.  The current regulations also list the regulations for wall, 
awning, and signs separately.  In an effort to make the sign regulations more user friendly, it 
is proposed that regulations for wall, awning, and canopy signs be set forth in a single 
section.  Within this section, three (3) subsections are proposed with illustrations to explain 
how the regulations apply to single-tenant buildings on interior lots, single-tenant buildings 
on corner lots, and multiple-tenant buildings.  Please see pages 11 through 13 (Section 11-
12-6B) of the attached draft ordinance.    

 
6. Proposed regulations to allow Electronic Message Board Signs in the B1, B4, B5, and OR 

districts 
Currently, electronic message board signs are only permitted for regional, 
professional/semi-professional sports facilities, event centers, arenas and sport stadiums 
when reviewed by the Commercial Sign Committee and approved by the City Council. It is 
proposed that electronic message board signs be permitted for any establishment located in 
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the B1, B4, B5 and OR districts.   There is a need for changeable copy signs and the ability 
to change messages electronically rather than manually is more desirable.  There are 
potential negative visual impacts from electronic message board signs such as the creation of 
traffic safety hazards by distracting passing motorists and the creation of excessive 
illumination.  Therefore, the proposed regulations limit the size of electronic message board 
signs, the style of message display, and the frequency of message change.  Please see page 
15 (Section 11-6D) of the attached draft ordinance.  As shown on page 30 (Section 11-2-2) of 
the attached draft ordinance, a definition for the term electronic message board sign is 
proposed.  Finally, as shown on page 31 (Section 11-14-5A), it is proposed that the Plan 
Commission be granted the authority to vary from these requirements for professional/semi-
professional sports facilities, event centers, arenas and sport stadiums.  

 
7. Expansion of the list of Exempt Signs 

Section 11-12-8 shown on page 21 of the attached draft ordinance expands the list of exempt 
signs, and clarifies requirements for them.  Exempt signs are those that do not require a 
permit and whose sign area does not count toward a business’s maximum allowable sign 
area.   Additional signs have been identified that may be considered exempt signs, since they 
are similar in size, function, and character to previously listed exempt signs.  Proposed 
additions to the list of exempt signs include construction signs, directional and informational 
signs, government facility signs, historical markers, flags, or insignia, open house or model 
home signs, property regulation signs, temporary directional signs, and windows signs.   

 
8. Expansion of the list of Prohibited Signs  

The list of prohibited signs is proposed to be expanded to clearly identify current 
prohibitions, and to add those signs that are considered to be undesirable either because 
they pose a hazard to the public safety, or because they are not compatible with the 
established character and historic architecture of the City’s neighborhoods and buildings.  
Proposed additions to the list of prohibited signs include billboards, defunct signs, inflatable 
signs, and mobile/portable signs.  Please see page 23 (Section 11-12-9) of the attached draft 
ordinance. 
 

9. Establishing regulations for Temporary Signs - size, number, and location 
Language is proposed to clarify procedures and regulations for allowing temporary signs.  
The current regulations simply state that temporary signs are permitted for a fourteen (14) 
day period for new business enterprises. There is a need for established businesses to 
occasionally display temporary signs promoting a sale or special event.  Therefore, the 
proposal would allow temporary signs for all businesses provided that such signs comply 
with the proposed regulations shown below.  The proposed regulations would ensure that the 
number, location, size, and period of display of such signs do not have a negative impact on 
surrounding properties.  Please see page 20 (Section 11-12-7) of the attached draft 
ordinance.     
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10. Clarification that signs landmarked for Historic Preservation are exempt from the 

nonconforming provisions and may be reused, replaced, and/or reconstructed.   
Signs are structures that are eligible to receive historic landmark status.  The current 
regulations do not provide any exceptions for signs that do not conform to the regulations of 
this Chapter but have obtained landmark status.  Obtaining landmark status requires a 
public hearing before the Historic Preservation Commission and approval by the City 
Council.  The proposal would establish Section 11-12-12 shown on page 25 of the attached 
draft ordinance which would allow nonconforming signs of historical significance to be 
reused, replaced, and/or reconstructed.   
 

11. Establishing an administrative procedure by which multi-tenant building owners can expedite 
the review of individual sign applications by establishing a Master Sign Plan.                        
Section 11-12-14 shown on page 26 of the attached draft ordinance proposes to establish an 
option for owners of multiple-tenant buildings to establish a Master Sign Plan (MSP).  The 
purpose of this section is to encourage unified design of business identification signs that 
complement the architecture of buildings, and to provide equitable business signage for 
tenants/users within buildings.  The section provides for an administrative review process for 
applications (requiring review and approval of the application by the building commissioner 
only), except for applications located within a historic district, in which case review and 
approval is required by the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) prior to permit 
issuance.  An application for review of a MSP would not require a review fee.  The City 
would also maintain a record of an approved MSP, and check all future permit applications 
for the building or development for consistency with the approved MSP.  If a proposed sign 
complies with an approved MSP, a permit may be issued without further review by the HPC.    

 
12. Prohibition of A-Frame Signs for any establishment  

The current sign regulations permit A-Frame signs for restaurants in the B2 & B3 Districts 
only.   Sign regulation should be uniform and content neutral, therefore the original proposal 
presented to the Committee of the Whole included provisions that would have allowed all 
establishments in the B2 and B3 districts to have an A-Frame (sandwich) board sign.  
Throughout the public meetings and public hearing process, the overwhelming majority of 
comments received pertained to the current and proposed regulations of A-Frame signs.  
Merchants and property owners spoke both in favor of and in opposition to A-Frame signs.  
Concerns focused on the cluttered appearance of the signs, the redundancy of the signs and 
messages on them, and the safety hazards they posed to pedestrians walking into them or 
tripping over them.  Those who spoke in favor of A-Frame signs were merchants and 
property owners who heavily rely on such signs to direct pedestrian traffic off of Third Street 
and State Street.  The regulations that staff had proposed would not have allowed A-Frame 
signs to be located off-premises but rather would have required they be placed adjacent to 
the displaying establishment’s property.   After three public hearings and much deliberation, 
the Plan Commission recommended that A-Frame signs be prohibited for all establishments, 
as shown on page 23 (Section 11-12-9) of the attached draft ordinance.  The Plan 
Commission also recommended the City staff establish a Subcommittee consisting of 
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merchants and property owners to develop directional sign opportunities in the downtown 
area as an alternative to A-Frame signs.   
 

 
13. Proposed regulations to allow Projecting Signs in the B2 district 

Per the direction of the Plan Commission, City staff worked with a Subcommittee of 
merchants and property owners to identify additional directional sign opportunities in the 
downtown area as an alternative to A-Frame signs.  Due to the street wall setback in the B2 
district, many businesses do not have the ability to install a freestanding sign which would 
help identify the business to passing pedestrians.   Many of these businesses use A-Frame 
signs to gain that additional perpendicular exposure.  After several months of exploring 
different options, City staff and members of the Subcommittee agree that small projecting 
signs could achieve the same objective.  As shown on page 14 (Section 11-12-6D) of the 
attached draft ordinance, regulations are proposed that would allow for projecting signs, 
including restrictions on size, number, height, and location.  It is staff’s opinion that the 
proposed regulations would provide businesses with an additional sign opportunity to direct 
pedestrian traffic to their location while not presenting safety hazards or resulting in a 
cluttered appearance.   

 
14. Proposed regulations to allow Downtown Directional Signs on corner lots in the B2 & B3 

districts 
In addition to projecting signs, City staff and the Subcommittee of merchants and property 
owners developed regulations for Downtown Directional Signs.  Many businesses utilize A-
Frame signs to direct pedestrian traffic to their business by placing them at street 
intersections.  Downtown Directional Signs, as shown on page 16 (Section 11-12-6E) of the 
attached draft ordinance, would provide a private property alternative to A-Frame signs 
allowing permanent wall signs, projecting signs, or freestanding signs on corner properties 
to be used to provide direction to businesses on other properties on the same block face.   It 
is staff’s opinion that the proposed regulations would provided businesses with an additional 
sign opportunity while reducing the visual clutter and safety hazards created by A-Frame 
signs.  

 
Plan Commission Recommendation 
At its April 14, 2011 meeting the Plan Commission recommended approval of the proposed text 
amendments, as presented in this memorandum and the attached draft ordinance.  The Plan 
Commission’s recommendation specifically included the prohibition of A-Frame Signs as shown 
on page 23 (Section 11-12-9A) of the attached draft ordinance and the establishment of 
regulations for Temporary Directional Signs as shown on page 22 (Section 11-12-8P) of the 
attached draft ordinance.  The Plan Commission also recommended that staff work with the 
established Subcommittee of merchants and property owners to develop directional sign 
opportunities as an alternative to A-Frame Signs.        
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Staff Recommendation 
Staff recommends approval of the proposed text amendments, as presented in this memorandum 
and as shown in the attached draft ordinance.   Per the Plan Commission’s recommendation, staff 
worked with the Subcommittee of merchants and property owners to develop additional 
directional sign opportunities.  Therefore, the staff recommendation also includes approval of the 
proposed regulations for Projecting Signs shown on page 14 (Section 11-12-6C) of the attached 
draft ordinance, and the proposed regulations for Downtown Directional Signs shown on page 16 
(Section 11-12-6E) of the attached draft ordinance.       
 
Attachments 
-  Review Process Summary 
-  Draft Ordinance – Proposed Sign Regulations 
 
Note 
-  Staff will have PowerPoint slides prepared for discussion at the Committee of Whole meeting 
 
If you have any questions prior to the Committee of the Whole meeting, please do not hesitate to 
contact me at ddegroot@geneva.il.us or (630) 232-0814.   



SIGN CODE AMENDMENTS 
REVIEW PROCESS SUMMARY 

Committee of the Whole Meeting  July 26, 2010 

Initial presentation of proposed amendments and request to schedule a Plan Commission Public Hearing. 
 
City of Geneva Website  August 16, 2010 
Draft regulations and staff memorandum available for public review. 
 
Merchants Meeting  August 18, 2010 

Presentation of proposed amendments, feedback received in support of and in opposition to A‐Frame Signs. 
 
Property Owners Meeting            October 5, 2010 
Presentation of proposed amendments, feedback received in support of and in opposition to A‐Frame Signs. 
 
Plan Commission Public Hearing   December 9, 2010 

Presentation of proposed amendments, testimony received in support of and in opposition to A‐Frame Signs, 
testimony received in support of Open House Signs. 
 
Plan Commission Public Hearing   January 13, 2011 

Presentation of open house sign regulations for Plan Commission consideration, detailed overview of A‐Frame 
Signs  in  Geneva  and  presentation  of  potential  alternatives  to  A‐Frames  signs  for  Plan  Commission 
consideration.  Creation of Subcommittee to explore A‐Frame sign alternatives. 
 
City Staff & Downtown Merchants Subcommittee   February 9, 2011 

Discussion  of  the  potential  for  a  City‐operated  program  that would  provide  uniform  directional  signs  that 
allow  for  individual business  identification.   Discussion  included sign types,  location possibilities,  installation 
challenges, and related costs.  
 
Plan Commission Public Hearing   April 14, 2011 

Plan  Commission  closed  the  public  hearing  and  recommended  approval  of  the  proposed  amendments, 
including the removal of the proposed A‐Frame Sign regulations and addition of open house sign regulation.  
The Plan Commission requested that the Subcommittee continue to explore alternatives to A‐Frame signs that 
would provide for individual business identification and direction. 
 
City Staff & Downtown Merchants Subcommittee   April 20, 2011 

Continued  discussion  of  the  potential  for  a  City‐operated  program  that would  provide  uniform  directional 
signs  in  the  public  street  right‐of‐way  allowing  individual  business  identification.  Discussion  led  to  the 
conclusion that such a program would not be viable in the near future due to location challenges, installation 
challenges, and related costs.   
 

City Staff & Downtown Merchants Subcommittee  August 3, 2011 

Presentation  of  proposed  revisions  to  the  sign  regulations  providing  additional  private  property  sign 
opportunities, including the addition of projecting signs and downtown directional signs.   
 

Committee of the Whole Meeting   September 12, 2011 

Presentation  of  Proposed  Amendments,  Process  Overview,  Plan  Commission  Recommendation,  and  Staff 
Recommendation. 
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ORDINANCE 2011-XX 
 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING TITLE 10 (BUILDING REGULATIONS) OF THE 
GENEVA CITY CODE BY DELETING CHAPTER 5 (SIGNS) IN ITS ENTIRETY AND 
AMENDING TITLE 11 (ZONING ORDINANCE) OF THE GENEVA CITY CODE BY 
ADDING CHAPTER 12 (SIGNS), ADDING SECTION 11-14-5A (SIGN VARIATION 

APPLICATION), AMENDING SECTION 11-14-2 (ADMINISTRATION AND 
ENFORCEMENT), AND AMEDING SECTION 11-2-2 (DEFINITIONS) – ALL 

RELATED TO FORMATTING, PROCEDURAL, AND REGULATORY CHANGES TO 
THE CITY’S 

  
SIGN REGULATIONS 

 
WHEREAS, an application was duly filed on the 27th day of July 2010 with the Plan 

Commission of the City of Geneva requesting amendments to the Geneva City Code, specifically 
Title 10 (Building Regulations) Chapter 5 (Signs) and Title 11 (Zoning Ordinance) Chapter 12 
(Signs), Section 11-14-5A (Sign Variation Application), Section 11-14-2 (Administration and 
Enforcement), and Section 11-2-2 (Definitions), all related to formatting, procedural, and 
regulatory changes to the City’s sign regulations; and  
 

WHEREAS, the proposed amendments to the Geneva City Code are as follows:  
 
1. To amend Title 10 (Building Regulations) by deleting Chapter 5 (Signs) in its entirety.  

 
2. To amend Title 11 (Zoning Ordinance) by adding the following to Chapter 12 (Signs): 
 

CHAPTER 12 
 

SIGNS 
 
SECTION: 
 
11-12-1: Purpose 
11-12-2: Permits for Signs 
11-12-3: General Regulations 
11-12-4: Permitted Signs in Zoning Districts 
11-12-5: Sign Area Calculation 
11-12-6: Regulations by Sign Type 
11-12-7: Temporary Signs 
11-12-8: Exempt Signs 
11-12-9: Prohibited Signs 
11-12-10: Insurance Or Bond Requirements 
11-12-11: Nonconforming Signs 
11-12-12: Landmark Signs 
11-12-13: Violations; Penalty 
11-12-14: Master Sign Plan for Multi-tenant/owner Buildings 
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11-12-1: PURPOSE:  The purpose of this Title is as follows: 
 
A. To provide uniform and content-neutral sign standards and regulations in an effort to 

ensure public safety and to promote a positive city image reflecting order, harmony and 
pride, and thereby strengthening the economic stability of Geneva’s business, cultural, 
historical, and residential areas.  The sign regulations shall control the design, 
illumination, location, maintenance, and construction of all signs while at the same time 
respecting the first amendment rights of all citizens, merchants, and property owners.    

 
B. To encourage signs which are of high quality design, pleasing in appearance, and 

compatible with the architectural style and scale of the buildings in the City of Geneva. 
 
C. To enhance the overall property values and the visual environment of the City of Geneva 

by discouraging signs that compete for attention, create visual clutter or create excessive 
temporary signage.   

 
D. To protect pedestrians and motorists from any damage or injury that might result from the 

improper construction, placement, or use of signs.    
 
 
 
11-12-2: PERMITS FOR SIGNS: 
 
A. Permits Required:  It shall be unlawful for any person to erect, repair, alter, relocate or 

maintain within the City any sign, as defined in Section 11-2-2 of this Title, without first 
obtaining a permit from the Building Commissioner. 

 
B. Application For Permits On Non-historic Properties:  Permit applications for signs shall 

be made upon forms provided by the Building Commissioner and shall contain or have 
attached thereto the following information: 

 
1. Name, address, telephone number and email address of the applicant. 
2. Name and address of the owner of the property of the premises on which the sign is to 

be erected if different from the applicant. 
3. Name and address of the person, firm, corporation or association erecting the sign.   
4. Two (2) hard copy drawings and one (1) electronic copy drawing of the plans 

specifying the location of the building, structure or lot where the proposed sign(s) is 
located, dimensions, area, overall height, method of illumination (if any) and lighting 
fixture detail, and method of support/attachment. 

5. At the discretion of the Building Commissioner, copy of stress sheets and calculations 
showing that the structure is designed for dead load and wind pressure in any 
direction in the amount required by this and all other ordinances of the City.  

6. Such other information as the Building Commissioner shall require to show full 
compliance with this and all other codes and ordinances of the City.  
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C. Application For Permits On Historic Properties - Signs on Landmark Properties and 
properties within Historic Districts:  As set forth in Section 3-3-4D of the Geneva City 
Code, any permit application for a permanent sign located on a landmark property or 
property within a Historic District shall be reviewed by the Geneva Historic Preservation 
Commission.  The procedure for review shall consist of the following: 

 
1. The applicant shall complete and submit a permit application, as set forth in 

subsection B of this Section, and an application for Historic Preservation Commission 
Review.   

2. The Building Commissioner shall review the permit application for compliance with 
the sign regulations set forth in this Chapter and forward the application to the 
Historic Preservation Commission for its review and action.   

3. The Historic Preservation Commission shall review the application for compliance 
with (1) the sign regulations, (2) the Commission’s adopted design guidelines, and (3) 
the following standards established by the U.S. Secretary of the Interior:  
a. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that 

requires minimal change to the defining characteristics of the building and its site 
and environment.   

b. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal 
of historic materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a 
property shall be avoided.  

c. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. 
Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding 
conjectural features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be 
undertaken.  

d. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic 
significance in their own right shall be retained and preserved.  

e. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of 
craftsmanship that characterize a property shall be preserved.  

f. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the 
severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new 
feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, 
where possible, materials. Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated 
by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.  

g. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to 
historic materials shall not be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if 
appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.  

h. Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and 
preserved. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be 
undertaken.  

i. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy 
historic materials that characterize the property. The new work shall be 
differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, 
and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property and its 
environment.  
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j. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in 
such a manner that if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the 
historic property and its environment would be unimpaired. 

4. In conducting its review, the Commission shall also consider the following criteria: 
a. Design:  The material, size, color, scale and design of signs and awnings should 

be compatible with the architecture of the building.  Signs should be subordinate 
and sympathetic to the overall design of the building(s) on the property.   

b. Multiple-tenant/user Buildings:  Where buildings have multiple storefronts and 
multiple tenants, signs and awnings should be coordinated with one another in 
terms of size, placement, lettering, color and design.   

c. Mounting:  Mounting of signs and awnings should occur without damaging 
building materials or obscuring architectural features.   

d. Historic Signs:  Existing historic signs that contribute to the overall character of 
the building or district should be preserved.   

e. Lighting:  Signs and awnings may be illuminated from external lighting sources, 
such as gooseneck lighting for wall signs or spot lighting for freestanding signs.     

5. The Commission shall make a finding of fact and take action on the application 
(approval, approval with conditions, or denial), and shall forward its findings and 
action to the Building Commissioner.   

6. If the application is in full compliance with the regulations set forth in this Chapter, 
and all other applicable codes, and the Historic Preservation Commission has 
approved the application, the Building Commissioner shall issue a permit.   

7. If the Historic Preservation Commission has denied the application, the Building 
Commissioner shall not issue a permit.  The applicant may revise the permit 
application and resubmit for further review or appeal the decision to the City Council, 
as set forth in Section 10-6-6 of the Geneva City Code.    

 
D. Permit Fees:  Prior to issuance of a permit for a sign, the applicant shall pay to the 

Building Commissioner a nonrefundable fee established from time to time by the City 
Council.    

 
E. Relief From Requirements:  Applications for relief from the regulations set forth in this 

Chapter shall be made in accordance with Section 11-14-5A of this Title.     
 
F. Issuance of Permit: A permit for any sign subject to the review of the Plan Commission, 

Historic Preservation Commission, or City Council shall not be issued until approval 
from the reviewing body is forwarded to the Building Commissioner.  A permit shall be 
issued by the Building Commissioner if the proposed sign conforms to the provisions of 
this Chapter and the required permit fee has been paid.    

 
G. Permit Expiration:  If the work authorized under a permit has not been completed within 

one hundred and eighty (180) days after the date of issuance, the permit shall become null 
and void.   

 
H. Failure to Secure a Permit:  Any sign erected, repaired, altered, or relocated without 

having first been issued a permit shall be subject to the penalty provisions set forth in 
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Section 11-12-13 of this Chapter and will be required to complete a permit application as 
set forth in this Section.  The permit fee shall be doubled for a sign that is installed 
without a permit.  The permit application shall be reviewed by the Building 
Commissioner, Plan Commission, Historic Preservation Commission, and/or the City 
Council, as required by the Geneva City Code.  Any sign that does not comply with the 
provisions of this Chapter shall be brought into compliance with the provisions of this 
Chapter.    

 
11-12-3: GENERAL REGULATIONS:   
 
A. Illumination:  The illumination of signs is permitted, subject to the following 

requirements:    
 

1. No sign shall have blinking, flashing, or fluttering lights or other illuminating devices 
which have a changing light intensity, brightness, or color.  Beacon lights and 
illumination by flame are prohibited.   

2. Lights shall not revolve, rotate, or mechanically move in any manner.     
3. No red, yellow, green or other colored light shall be used at any location in such a 

manner as to confuse or interfere with vehicular traffic.        
4. The light from any illuminated sign shall be shaded, shielded or directed so as to 

avoid the creation or continuation of any nuisance or traffic hazard.     
5. Any spotlight or floodlight that is not mounted to a building shall be securely 

anchored to the ground and protected in a manner which prevents the fixture from 
becoming dislodged.     

6. Any spotlight or floodlight mounted on a building and used to illuminate a sign shall 
not project more than twenty-four (24) inches from the face of the building.    

7. A minimum of seven feet six inches (7’6”) shall be maintained from the ground to the 
bottom of any lighting fixture that projects over a walkway.   

8. Signs located on properties with a transitional setback shall not be illuminated in any 
manner between the hours of midnight (12:00) a.m. and eight o’clock (8:00) a.m.  

9. Internally illuminated signs are prohibited in the Historic District, on landmark 
properties, and in all residential zoning districts.   

 
B. Intersection Visibility:  Signs located within a visibility triangle, as defined in Section 11-

2-2 of this Title, shall not exceed three feet (3’) in height.    
 
C. Landscaping: All freestanding signs shall minimize the impact on surrounding properties 

and rights-of-way by providing landscaping around the base of the sign, a minimum 
horizontal distance of two (2) feet from any portion of the base of the sign.  Landscaping 
shall include shrubbery or annual flowering plant material or other plant material, subject 
to the approval of the director of community development.      

 
D. Structural And Maintenance Requirements:  All signs shall comply with the following 

structural and maintenance requirements:   
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1. Every sign shall be designed and constructed in conformity with the applicable 
provisions of the City’s Building Code. 

2. The electrical component of any illuminated sign shall conform to the applicable 
requirements of the City’s Electrical Code. 

3. Every sign shall be maintained in a neat and attractive condition by its owner.  The 
sign supports shall be kept painted/treated to prevent rust or deterioration.   

4. If the Building Commissioner deems a sign unsafe or unlawful, the owner of the 
property upon which the sign is located will be given notice to remove the unlawful 
sign or repair or remove the unsafe sign within ten (10) days notice of the violation.  
If remediation is not taken within said ten (10) day notice, the City of Geneva shall 
cause the removal or repair and charge the owner for any costs incurred in abating the 
violation or safety hazard.  

   
11-12-4 PERMITTED SIGNS IN ZONING DISTRICTS 
 
A. Residential Districts:  Permitted signs in the RR, RE, R1 through R7 and R-PS Districts 

shall include (1) all exempt signs listed in Section 11-12-8, (2) signs approved as part of 
planned unit developments, (3) wall signs, (4) awing signs, (5) canopy signs, (6) 
freestanding signs, and (7) temporary signs.  

 
B. Business, Office And Industrial Districts:  Permitted signs in the GO, B1 through B6, 

OR, I1 and I2 Districts shall include (1) all exempt signs listed in Section 11-12-8, (2) 
wall signs, (3) awning signs, (4) canopy signs, (5) freestanding signs, (6) temporary 
signs, and (7) signs approved as part of planned unit developments.  Additionally, 
projecting signs are permitted in the B2 District; downtown directional signs are 
permitted in the B2, B2-HN, B2-HS, and B2-J and B3 Districts; and electronic message 
board signs are permitted in the B1, B2 (time and temperature signs only), B4, B5 and 
OR Districts. 

 
11-12-5: SIGN AREA CALCULATION: 
 
A. If the area of a sign is enclosed by a frame, cabinet, panel, box or outline, the total area so 

enclosed shall be deemed the sign area.  
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B. If the area of a sign is comprised of individual letters or other elements attached directly 

to a building wall or freestanding wall, the area of no more than two (2) imaginary 
squares or rectangles that can be drawn to completely encompass all of the letters and/or 
elements shall be deemed the sign area. 
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C. In calculating sign area, only one (1) side of any double-faced sign shall be counted. 
 
D. In calculating sign area, the following shall not be counted: 
 

1. For freestanding signs, the area displaying the property’s address or range of 
addresses shall not be counted. 

2. The area of any sign base or support structure, unless it is used to display signage. 
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11-12-6: REGULATIONS BY SIGN TYPE: 
 
A. Freestanding Signs:   
 

1. Not more than one (1) freestanding sign shall be displayed on a zoning lot.   
2. A freestanding sign may be used to identify multiple businesses or activities within a 

building or shopping center. 
3. Shall not intrude into any public right-of-way. 
4. Shall not exceed forty (40) square feet in area.  
5. Shall not exceed sixteen (16) feet in height, except in the B3 and B3(E) Business 

Districts and on any property with a transitional setback, where freestanding signs 
shall not exceed ten (10) feet in height.   

6. All signs permitted after September 19, 2011 shall display the address numbers or 
range of addresses numbers for the property upon which they are located.  Said 
numbers shall be Arabic numbers which shall be a maximum of five inches (5") in 
height and of proportionate width, of contrasting color to the mounting surface, and 
be affixed in such a place as to be easily and distinctly read in plain view from the 
street, alley or public way.  
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B. Wall Signs, Awning Signs, and Canopy Signs:   
 

1. In a single-tenant/owner building located on an interior lot, an establishment shall be 
permitted to have two (2) signs, which may be any combination of wall signs, awning 
signs, or canopy signs, and shall comply with the following: 
 
a. Shall only be permitted on an establishment’s primary building façade. 
b. Shall not exceed a combined area of greater than forty (40) square feet.   
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2. In a single-tenant/owner building located on a corner lot, an establishment shall be 

permitted to have two (2) signs per façade with frontage, which may be any 
combination of wall signs, or canopy signs, and shall comply with the following: 

 
a. No more than two (2) signs shall be permitted on any one (1) façade.   
b. Shall not exceed a combined area of greater than forty (40) square feet on any one 

(1) façade.     
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3. In a multiple-tenant/owner building each establishment shall be permitted to have one 

(1) sign per façade with street frontage, which may be a wall sign, awning sign, or 
canopy sign, and shall not exceed the area permitted by the following formula, or 
forty (40) square feet, whichever is less:    

 
Two (2) square feet of sign per every one (1) foot of linear street frontage.  

 
4. Wall signs shall comply with the following: 

 
a. Shall not project more than twelve (12) inches from the wall or surface to which it 

is attached. 
b. Shall not exceed the height of the wall upon which it is attached.   
c. Shall not be located above the first floor façade. 
d. Shall not be painted directly on any exterior wall or surface.   
e. Shall not contain changeable copy.  

 
5. Awning signs and canopy signs shall comply with the following:    
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a. Shall maintain a minimum of seven feet six inches (7’6”) of clearance from the 
ground to the bottom of any such structure that projects over a walkway. 

b. Shall comply with the setback requirements set forth in Section 11-3-3(G) of this 
Title.   

 
C. Projecting Signs 
 

1. In the B2 District, an establishment that does not have a freestanding sign may have 
no more than one (1) projecting sign.   

2. Shall not exceed four (4) square feet in area.   
3. Shall only be located on a primary building façade. 
4. Shall only be located on the frontage of the establishment that the sign identifies, 

except as permitted in Section 11-12-6E.   
5. Shall not project higher than the roofline, fifteen (15) feet above grade, or the second-

story windowsill, whichever is lowest.    
6. Shall not project more than four (4) feet from the wall or surface to which it is 

attached. 
7. Shall maintain a minimum of seven feet six inches (7’6”) of clearance from the 

ground to the bottom of any such sign that projects over a walkway. 
8. Shall only be permitted for ground floor establishments.   
9. Shall contain only the name of the business, business owner, and/or appropriate logo. 
10. Shall not be internally illuminated. 
11. Shall not contain changeable copy. 
12. Shall be permitted to project over a public right-of-way, provided that the sign 

complies with the insurance requirements set forth in section 11-12-10 of this chapter.   
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D. Electronic Message Board Signs 
 

1. Electronic message board signs shall only be permitted when incorporated into the 
design of a freestanding sign.   

2. Shall not exceed twenty (20) square feet in area.     
3. Shall not contain graphics, logos, or displays that are animated, flashing, or scrolling.  

Messages must instantaneously change without transitions or off time. 
4. Shall comply with the illumination requirements set forth in Section 11-12-3A of this 

Chapter. 
5. The frequency of message change shall be restricted to no more than twice each 

calendar day. 
 
Exception:  The frequency of message change for time and temperature signs, as 
defined in Section 11-2-2 of this Title, shall be restricted to no more than once every 
five (5) seconds.     
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E. Downtown Directional Signs 

  
1. In addition to the signs permitted herein, a property owner of a corner lot in the B2, 

B2-HN, B2-HS, B2-J, or B3 Business Districts may erect one (1) downtown 
directional sign, a wall sign or permanent freestanding sign listing the name and 
location of one (1) or more business establishments located on the same block face as 
the property on which the sign is located.      A downtown directional sign may also 
be incorporated into the wall sign, projecting sign, or freestanding sign for the 
property on which it is located.    

2. Shall be debited against the maximum area allowed for the corresponding sign type 
(wall sign or freestanding sign) for the property on which the sign is located and shall 
not exceed twenty (20) square feet in area.  

3. Shall serve the purpose of providing directions and shall not serve solely as off-
premise advertisement.   

4. As an alternative to a wall sign or freestanding sign, a projecting sign may be used as 
a downtown directional sign on corner lots in the B2 Business District.  Such sign 
shall count as the projecting sign allowed for the property on which it is located and 
shall comply with the regulations set forth in Section 11-12-6C of this Chapter.    

5. Shall not intrude into any public right-of-way, except as may be permitted for 
projecting signs under Section 11-12-6C of this Chapter.    
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6. A permit application for a downtown directional sign must be completed and signed 
by the owner of the property on which the sign is to be located.      
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11-12-7: TEMPORARY SIGNS:  The provisions of this Section shall regulate all  

temporary signs, with the exception of all signs specifically described and 
regulated in Section 11-12-8 of this Chapter.  If an establishment does not have an existing sign, 
a temporary sign may be used.  Temporary signs may also be used by establishments with an 
existing sign, but shall be limited to events outside of the normal business activities to promote a 
special event. 
 
A. Temporary Sign Permit: 

 
1. Every applicant shall submit an application to the Building Commissioner, as set 

forth in Section 11-12-2 of this Chapter.   
2. An individual permit shall be limited to a maximum of fourteen (14) days. 
3. Temporary signs shall be removed within twenty-four (24) fours after the expiration 

of the permit unless a new permit has been obtained. 
4. No more than two (2) permits shall be issued for any establishment in any calendar 

year. 
 
B. Temporary Sign Regulations: 
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1. Not more than two (2) temporary signs shall be permitted on a parcel of property.  
2. Shall not exceed forty (40) square feet in area.    
3. Shall not contain changeable copy. 
4. Shall not be illuminated. 
5. Shall be anchored and supported in a manner that prevents the signs from becoming 

hazardous to the public health and safety. 
6. Shall maintain a minimum of seven feet six inches (7’6”) of clearance from the 

ground to the bottom of the sign if suspended over a walkway. 
 
C. Exceptions For Temporary Development Signs:  Signs advertising the development or 

redevelopment of property are permitted for a period of one year from the issuance of the 
permit or within thirty (30) days of completion of the development, whichever occurs 
first.  All vacant lots within a development shall have erected signage which displays the 
lot number and/or address.   

 
11-12-8: EXEMPT SIGNS:  Every sign enumerated below that complies with the 

indicated requirements may be erected without a permit.  The area of said signs  
shall not be debited against the sign area otherwise permitted under the terms of this Chapter: 
 
A. Construction signs advertising the work being conducted on the property on which the 

sign is placed.  In residential districts, such signs shall not exceed six (6) square feet in 
area.  In nonresidential districts, such signs shall be limited to one (1) per street frontage 
and shall not exceed thirty-two (32) square feet in area.  All such signs shall only be 
permitted while work is being aggressively pursued on the property, for a period not to 
exceed thirty (30) days.   

 
B. Directional and informational signs in private parking lots and vehicle entrances.  Such 

signs shall not exceed three (3) square feet in area.    
 
C. Garage, yard, or rummage sale signs which do not exceed six (6) square feet in area and 

are placed on private residential property. Such signs shall be limited to one (1) per lot 
and shall only be permitted between the hours of seven o’clock (7:00) a.m. on Friday and 
eight o’clock (8:00) p.m. on Sunday.   

 
D. Governmental signs such as traffic control signs, railroad crossing signs, legal notices, 

danger signs, temporary emergency signs, and other such non-advertising signs.    
 
E. Historical markers, flags, or insignia, provided such signs are not displayed as an 

advertising device.   
 
F. Name and date signs which are carved, integrated, or inlaid so as to be part of a building 

at the time of construction.   
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G. Political campaign signs announcing candidates seeking public office and/or signs in 
support of or opposition to any person, cause, issue, or referenda.  Such signs shall be 
located on private property. 

 
H. Private property regulation signs such as no trespassing, no fishing, no hunting, beware of 

dog, etc.  Such signs shall not exceed three (3) square feet in area.   
 
I. Professional nameplate signs indicating the building or suite number and/or the name of 

the occupant.  Such signs shall be on the building or suite to which the sign pertains and 
shall not exceed one (1) square foot in area.  Building directory signs indicating the 
names and suite numbers of individual tenants within a multiple-tenant building may be 
permitted when multiple tenants share an exterior door.  Such signs shall be limited to 
one (1) per building, shall be located within ten (10) feet of the shared exterior door, and 
shall not exceed for (4) square feet in area.   

 
J. Public interest signs publicizing a charitable or nonprofit event of general public interest.  

Such signs shall be located on private property and shall not be displayed for period of 
more than thirty (30) days.    

 
K. Real estate signs indicating the sale, rental or lease of residential property.  Such signs 

shall be located on private property, shall be limited to one (1) sign per lot, and shall not 
exceed six (6) square feet in area.  All such signs shall be removed within five (5) days 
after the sale, rental, or lease of the property.   

 
L. Real estate signs indicating the sale, rental or lease of nonresidential property.  Such signs 

shall be located on private property, shall be limited to one (1) sign per lot, and shall not 
exceed thirty-two (32) square feet in area.  All such signs shall be removed within five 
(5) days after the sale, rental, or lease of the property.  

 
M. Residential nameplate signs indicating the house number and/or name of the occupant.   

Such signs shall be limited to one (1) per lot and shall not exceed two (2) square feet in 
area. 

 
N. Signs displaying construction job site rules for demolitions, infill developments, and 

extensive remodeling projects within Residential Area 1, as defined in Section 11-2-2 and 
as depicted in Section 11-5-5 of this Title.  Such signs are required to be displayed on the 
exterior of the chain link security fence and are required to have an area of six (6) square 
feet.   

 
O. Time and temperature signs.  Such signs shall not be permitted in the B3 and B3E 

Business Districts.   
 
P. Temporary directional signs.   
 

a. Signs shall provide directional messages for commercial or noncommercial events 
or activities at a specified address within the City limits. 
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b. Signs shall be permitted within the City’s public right-of-way only. 
c. Signs shall not exceed four (4) square feet in surface area per face and three (3) 

feet in overall height.  A sign shall be limited to a maximum of two (2) sign faces. 
d. Signs may be in place only on the days of the event or activity and only between 

the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 pm. 
e. Signs shall be free standing, not attached to any utility pole or structure or any 

traffic control sign and be setback a minimum of five (5) feet from the curb or 
edge of pavement. 

f. No attention attracting devices, including but not limited to, pennants, streamers, 
balloons, inflatable shapes, banners, flashing lights, or other illumination shall be 
attached to a direction sign or placed in the public right-of-way.    

g. Each sign shall have attached an adhesive label or other means to identify the 
name, address and telephone number of the person responsible for the placement 
and removal of each sign. 

h. No more than four (4) directional signs for each event or activity shall be placed 
in the public right-of-way.   

i. No greater than three (3) feet in height shall be placed within any portion of the 
visibility triangle as defined by Section 11-2-2. 

j. If an owner of the lot adjacent to a right-of-way objects to the posting of a 
directional sign within the adjacent right-of-way, the sign shall not be posted or 
shall be immediately removed.  

k. If a sign is removed by a City official it will be retained for a period of five (5) 
days and then destroyed.  The owner of such sign may claim them at City Hall 
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday.      

 
Q. Temporary signs promoting or advertising city festivals or fairs that are officially 

sanctioned by resolution approved the City Council.  Such signs shall only be displayed 
during the period of the festival or fair.    

 
R. Public utility signs that serve as an aid to public safety or that show the location of public 

telephones, underground cables, etc.   
 
S. Window signs.  Such signs shall be attached to or displayed behind the interior side of the 

window and shall not occupy, individually or collectively, more than fifty (50) percent of 
the area of the window to which they are attached to or displayed behind.  Televisions 
and computer monitors used as a window sign shall not be visible from the public 
roadway.   

 
11-12-9: PROHIBITED SIGNS:  The following signs are strictly prohibited: 
 
A. A-Frame Signs.  For the purposes of this Chapter an A-Frame sign shall be defined as a 

sign with not more than two (2) sides that is self supporting and not permanently 
anchored or attached to the ground and which is used to inform the general public of an 
event or particular items that is/are offered at a specific and proximate establishment.    

 
B. Billboards.  
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C. Defunct signs.  Defunct signs shall be removed within ten (10) days notice to the owner 

by the City.   
 
D. Exposed neon on the exterior of the building and any neon on the interior of the building 

that is visible from the outside, including neon tubing used to line windows or highlight 
architectural features on the building, but excluding neon signs hanging inside the 
windows.  

 
E. Inflatable signs, pennants, streamers, spinners and similar signs.  This Section shall not 

apply to temporary signs advertising or promoting City festivals or fairs, as exempt by 
Section 11-12-8 of this Chapter.     

 
F. Mobile/portable signs.   

 
G. Off-premise advertising signs, except as permitted by Section 11-12-6E of this Chapter. 
 
H. Roof-mounted signs.   
 
I. Signs attached to trees, fences or public utility poles, other than warning signs issued by 

public utilities.   
 
J. Signs erected or maintained in such a manner that they interfere with, obstruct the view 

of or are likely to be confused with any authorized traffic sign, signal or device.  
Accordingly, no street graphic shall contain the words “stop”, “go”, “caution”, “danger”, 
“warning”, or similar words.   

 
K. Signs erected, relocated, or maintained so as to prevent free access or egress from any 

door, window, fire escape or driveway.   
 
L. Signs that revolve, rotate or mechanically move in any manner.   
 
M. Signs painted directly on the surface of any exterior wall of any building.   
 
N. Signs which create a hazard to public traffic, by reason of obstruction of view, or any 

other means which endangers the safety and welfare of persons traveling on any public 
street, sidewalk, or alley.   

 
O. Any sign not expressly permitted by this Chapter shall be deemed prohibited. 
 
11-12-10: INSURANCE OR BOND REQUIREMENTS:   
 
A. Insurance Required Prior to Permit:  Every permit application for a sign which will be 

located in a public right-of-way, project over a public right-of-way, or which will be 
located so that it may fall upon the same, shall file with the Community Development 
Department, before the permit is granted, a liability insurance policy covering all damage 
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or injury that might be caused by the sign, or a Certificate of Insurance, issued by an 
insurance company authorized to do business in the State of Illinois. 

 
B. Coverage Required:  The policy shall be a multi-peril policy with the limits of liability 

not less than one million ($1,000,000) dollars.  The City, its officers, agents and 
employees shall be named as additional parties insured. 

 
C. Length of Coverage:  Such liability insurance policy shall be maintained in force 

throughout the life of the permit; and if at any time it is not in full force, the permit shall 
be revoked. 

 
D. Bond in Lieu of Insurance:  In lieu of insurances as provided for in this Section, the 

applicant may file an indemnity bond, with a corporate surety satisfactory to the Building 
Commissioner, in the amount on one million ($1,000,000) dollars, which will provide 
that the principal surety will indemnify and hold harmless the City, its officers, agents 
and employees from all claims, loss or suits resulting from such sign.   

 
11-12-11: NONCONFORMING SIGNS:  A nonconforming sign that does not pose an  

important peril to life or other property may remain and be maintained by 
ordinary repairs, but shall not be: 
 
A. Altered or enlarged in such a way as to increase its nonconformity.  Any alterations to the 

manner of illumination shall conform to the provisions of this Chapter.  
 
B. Replaced with a new sign, unless such sign conforms to the provisions of this Chapter.  

Provided, however, that the sign panel on nonconforming freestanding signs may be 
refaced if the size of the panel is not increased and the sign post or support is not 
removed.    

 
C. Relocated, unless such relocation conforms to the provisions of this Chapter.  
 
D. Reconstructed after incurring damage in an amount exceeding fifty (50) percent of its 

market value at the time of loss.   
 
E. Permitted after the activity, business, product, or service which the sign advertises is no 

longer conducted on the premises.    
 

F. A-Frame signs existing prior to September 19, 2011 shall be removed by March 1, 2012 
and shall not be allowed to continue under the provisions of this Section.   

 
11-12-12: LANDMARK SIGNS:  Signs that have received landmark designation and are 

nonconforming with respect to area, height, lighting, type, placement or location  
shall be exempt from the nonconforming provisions set forth in Sections 11-12-11B, 11-12-11D, 
and 11-12-11E of this Chapter.   
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11-12-13: VIOLATIONS; PENALTY: 
 
A. Penalty:  Any person violating any of the provisions of this Chapter shall, upon 

conviction thereof, be fined as provided for in Title 1, Chapter 3, Section 1 of the Geneva 
City Code.  Each day such violation is committed or continued shall constitute a separate 
offense. 

 
B. Settlement of Violations:  Any person accused of violation of this Chapter may settle and 

compromise the claim of violation against him by paying to the City, within ten (10) days 
of the time such violation or offense was committed, the sum of fifty dollars ($50.00) for 
each violation or offense.  Payment of such claim or claims shall be made at the Geneva 
Police Department offices, or in the fine/claim deposit boxes located upon the streets of 
the City.  The funds received from such compromised claims shall be promptly turned 
over to the City Treasurer to be credited to the general corporate fund.  In the event such 
claim or claims are not paid within ten (10) days of the time of the offense, a notice to 
appear or a warrant (summons) may be issued for the arrest of the offender.    

 
11-12-14: MASTER SIGN PLAN FOR MULTI-TENANT/OWNER BUILDINGS:  The  

purpose of the Master Sign Plan (MSP) is to establish an orderly and unified 
design approach to multiple business identification signs on buildings.  A MSP shall include 
information on the number, styles, sizes, colors, locations, and materials used for existing 
business identification signs, and future signs installed on the building.  Signs shown on a MSP 
should complement the architecture of the building, and demonstrate the use of common sign 
design elements and themes among the multiple signs shown on the plan.       
 
A. Initiation:  The owner of a building or development containing multiple business entities 

(tenants/users) may elect to establish a MSP.  Once established, each sign for the 
building/development shall conform to the approved MSP.  Applications for approval of 
a MSP may be submitted for review and approval concurrently with the submittal of 
permit applications for proposed individual business identification signs.    

 
B. Application:  The owner(s) of the property for which the MSP approval is sought shall 

file an application on forms provided by the Building Commissioner and shall contain or 
have attached thereto the following information:  

 
1. Name, address and telephone number of the applicant. 
2. A narrative description of the building/development and of the design 

approach/theme represented by the signs shown in the MSP. 
3. A description of each proposed sign.  Any type of sign not specifically identified shall 

be deemed prohibited.  For each sign detailed information shall be provided including 
the sign function, location, area, size and height, color pallets, illumination (if any), 
and materials.   

4. Two (2) hard copies and one electronic copy of the plan showing the information 
required in 3 above shall be submitted for each proposed sign.   

 
C. Fee:  There shall be no application review fee for a MSP.    
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D. Review:  The Building Commissioner shall have the authority to approve, approve with 

conditions or deny applications for a MSP, except for properties located within a Historic 
District.  The standards set forth below shall serve as the basis for the Building 
Commissioner’s review of a MSP.  For properties located in a Historic District, the 
Building Commissioner shall not approve a MSP unless the plan has been reviewed and 
approved by the Historic Preservation Commission.  A MSP shall meet the following 
objectives: 

 
1. Conforms to the requirements set forth in this Chapter, unless otherwise granted relief 

as set forth in Section 11-14-5A of this Title.   
2. Implements the purpose and intent of this Chapter.   
3. Achieves the goal of moderating the size and number of wall signs, reduces wall sign 

clutter, eliminates nonconforming signs, and precludes placement of wall signs over 
architectural features of the building.  

4. Is compatible with the signs and uses on adjacent and adjoining properties.   
 
E. Procedure After Approval of a MSP: 
 

1. The property owner shall provide a copy of the approved MSP to all current business 
entities within the building or development, as well as to any future business entities 
prior to any closing on the sale of the property, or execution of a lease.   

2. An approved MSP does not negate the need for a sign permit for the installation of 
signs.  All signs are required to obtain a permit as set forth in Section 11-12-2 of this 
Chapter.  However, permit applications for individual signs within a Historic District 
which conform to an approved MSP shall not require further review or approval by 
the Historic Preservation Commission.    

3. The City shall review all sign permit applications for compliance with the approved 
MSP prior to the issuance of a permit.     

 
F. Expiration:  Upon approval of a MSP, all sign permits issued thereafter shall conform to 

the plan.  Once the MSP is approved, the approval shall run with the land and shall not 
change or dissolve with a change in ownership of the building/development.   

 
G. Changes:  The owner(s) of a property may request an amendment to an approved MSP 

following the same application requirements and review procedures set forth in Sections 
11-12-14A through 11-12-14D above.  Any requested amendment to an approved MSP, 
including modification or termination of the plan, shall require the written consent of all 
property owners/tenants of each building involved.      

 
H. Existing Signs on Multi-tenant/owner Buildings:  Signs, including legal nonconforming 

signs, located on a multi-tenant/owner building that were installed prior to the approval of 
a MSP for the building or development in which the building is located, may remain and 
be maintained by ordinary repairs but shall not be altered, enlarged, replaced, relocated or 
reconstructed unless such change conforms to the approved MSP for the building or 
development.   
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3.  To amend Section 11-2-2 (Definition of Words and Terms) of Title 11 (Zoning 

Ordinance) by adding the following terms and definitions (inserted in alphabetical 
order):   

 
BILLBOARD: Any single or double-faced sign that is permanently fixed or placed 

on particular premises and that is used for the display of messages 
or advertising not associated with the establishment located on the 
premises, not including downtown directional signs as set forth in 
Section 11-12-6E and as defined herein.  A billboard typically has 
a provision for changing the message/advertising thereon.   

 
BLOCK FACE: The properties abutting on one (1) side of a street and lying 

between the two (2) nearest intersecting or intercepting streets, or 
nearest intersecting or intercepting street and railroad right-of-way, 
unsubdivided land, watercourse, or City boundary.  

 
BUILDING FAÇADE, That portion of a building or lot that is directly adjacent to a street,  
PRIMARY: alley, or parking lot and is identified by the assigned address.   
 
BUILDING FAÇADE,  That portion of a building that is not a primary building façade.   
SECONDARY: 
 
CHANGEABLE COPY: A message which has a provision for being changed by manual, 

mechanical, or electronic means.   
 
ERECT:   To build, construct, attach, hang, place, suspend or affix.   
 
ESTABLISHMENT: An institutional, business, commercial or industrial activity that is 

either the sole occupant of one (1) or more buildings or occupies a 
portion of a building such that the activity is a logical and separate 
entity from the other activities within the building and not a 
department of the whole.  An establishment occupying a portion of 
a building shall either have a separate entrance from the exterior of 
the building or a separate entrance from a common and clearly 
defined entryway that has direct access to the exterior of the 
building.   

 
FRONTAGE: The linear extent of a building or tenant space, measured at grade, 
(For Determining                which faces a public street or alley and is not separated from said  
Allowable Sign Area) street or alley by a distance exceeding fifty feet (50’). 
 
HISTORIC DISTRICT: A delineated geographical area of the City of Geneva designated 

by the City Council for preservation.  
 
HISTORIC  A seven-member board appointed by the Mayor and City Council  
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PRESERVATION which is responsible for reviewing permit applications for exterior  
COMMISSION: improvements to landmark properties or properties within the 

Historic District.   
 
LANDMARK: An individual property or structure designated by the City Council 

for preservation.   
 
MESSAGE: A communication of identification or advertising information 

visually perceived.  Said communication consists of words, 
abbreviations, numbers, symbols, pictures, geometric shapes, etc.    

 
ROOF LINE: The top edge of the roof or the top of the parapet, whichever forms 

the top line of the building silhouette on the side of the building. 
 
SECRETARY OF THE  Adopted in 1995 as the guide for review of permit applications by  
INTERIOR’S                 the Historic Preservation Commission, the SOI Standards are used   
STANDARDS: to assist in the long-term preservation of a property’s significance 

through preservation.  Developed and maintained by the Nation 
Park Service the Standards are used by Federal, State, and local 
agencies responsible for historic preservation.   

 
SIGN: Any object, device, display or structure or part thereof that is used 

to advertise, identify, display or attract attention to any object, 
person, institution, organization, business, product, service or event 
related to the premises on which the sign is situated by any means 
including words, letters, figures, designs, symbols, fixtures, colors 
or illumination.   

         
SIGN AREA: The area of not more than two (2) imaginary squares or rectangles 

that would completely encompass all parts of a sign, including the 
background.   

 
SIGN, AWNING: A sign incorporated into or attached to an awning that is otherwise 

permitted by ordinance.    
 
SIGN, CANOPY: A sign that is incorporated into or attached to a canopy that is 

otherwise permitted by ordinance.   
 
SIGN, CONSTRUCTION: A temporary sign identifying the architects, contractors, 

developers, engineers, realtors, or any other related individuals or 
firms involved with a project. 

 
SIGN, DEFUNCT: Any sign that has fallen into disrepair or that advertises or 

identifies an activity, business, product or service no longer 
conducted on the premises where the sign is located.  A sign shall 
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be considered defunct when it has not served the purpose for which 
it was erected for a period of thirty (30) days or more.   

 
SIGN, DIRECTIONAL A sign erected for the convenience of the public, such as  
AND INFORMATIONAL: indentifying entrances, exits, parking areas, no-parking areas, 

restrooms, public telephones, walkways, and similar features or 
facilities.   

 
SIGN, DOWNTOWN  A wall, freestanding, or projecting sign, other than a business  
DIRECTIONAL: identification sign, listing the name and location of one (1) or more 

business establishments located on the same block face as the 
property on which the sign is located.      

 
SIGN, ELECTRONIC A sign with a fixed or changing display/message composed of a   
MESSAGE BOARD:  series of lights that may be changed through electronic means.   
 
SIGN, FREESTANDING: A sign anchored to the ground or supported by one (1) or more 

post, column, or other vertical structures or supports, and not 
attached to or dependent for support from any building.   

SIGN, INFLATABLE: Any object enlarged or inflated which floats, is tethered in the air, 
is activated by air or moving gas, or is located on the ground or on 
a building with or without copy or other graphic.      

SIGN, MOBILE  A term commonly used to mean any graphic not designed to be  
OR PORTABLE: permanently or temporarily attached to a building or part thereof or 

to be anchored to the ground.  Such graphics primarily included, 
but are not limited to, signs attached to wood or metal frames 
designed to be self-supporting and movable; paper, cardboard or 
canvas signs wrapped around supporting poles; hand-held signs; 
and signs on parked vehicles visible from the public right-of-way 
(except signs indentifying the related business when the vehicle is 
being used in the normal day-to-day operation of the business).   

 
SIGN, OFF-PREMISES: See “Billboard”.  
 
SIGN, PROJECTING: Any sign which is supported by an exterior wall of a building with 

exposed face of said sign in a planE perpendicular to the plane of 
the wall to which it is attached and projecting more than twelve 
(12) inches.    

 
SIGN, ROOF-MOUNTED: Any sign erected or maintained above the roof line of any building.  
 
SIGN, TEMPORARY: Any sign, banner, valance or advertising display, constructed of 

cloth, canvas, light fabric, cardboard, wallboard, or other like 
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materials, with or without frames, not intended or designed for 
permanent display.   

 
SIGN, TIME AND  An electronic message board sign which exclusively displays   
TEMPERATURE: current time, date, and temperature information, without any 

commercial messages.    
 
SIGN, WALL: A sign attached to or erected against any wall with the exposed 

face of said sign in a plane parallel to the plane of the wall to 
which it is attached and not projecting more than twelve (12) 
inches.      

 
SIGN, WINDOW:     Any sign painted on, affixed to, or suspended behind a window 

pane (including a television or computer monitor) so as to attract 
the attention of persons outside the building.   

 
 
4. To amend Section 11-14-2 (Authority of Administrative Bodies and Officers) of Title 11 

(Zoning Ordinance) by adding the following to Subsection B (The Plan Commission 
shall have the following duties and responsibilities:):   

 
5. To hear and make recommendations to the City Council on applications for variations 

from Chapter 12 (SIGNS) of this Title.    
 
5. To amend Chapter 14 (Administration and Enforcement) of Title 11 (Zoning 

Ordinance) by adding Section 11-14-5A (Sign Variation Application under Chapter 12 
(Signs)) as follows: 

 
11-14-5A: SIGN VARIATION APPLICATION UNDER CHAPTER 12 (SIGNS) : 
 
A. Authority:  The City Council has the authority to grant or deny requested variations in 

accordance with the provisions of this Title.   
 
B. Purpose:  The purpose for variations is to relieve a particular hardship or difficulty that 

the regulations of Chapter 12 (SIGNS) of this Title impose upon a particular parcel or 
structure on which a sign is proposed to be located.  Such hardship or difficulty would 
make compliance with the regulations extraordinarily difficult or impossible and would 
not be generally applicable to other properties in the same zoning district.   

 
C. Types of Variations Authorized:  The following variations from the regulations set forth 

in Chapter 12 (SIGNS) of this Title may be authorized: 
  

1. To increase the maximum allowable area of any sign; 
 

2. To increase the maximum allowable height of any freestanding sign; 
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3. To increase by not more than one (1) sign the maximum number of signs of any type 
otherwise allowed.    

 
4. To permit any wall sign, awning sign, or canopy sign to be displayed on a secondary 

building façade;  
 

5. To vary the requirements established in Section 11-12-6D for electronic message 
board signs for regional, professional/semi-professional sports facilities, including 
event centers, arenas and sport stadiums.   

 
D. Initiation:  The owner of the property for which a variation is sought may initiate a 

request for a variation. 
 
E. Procedure For Initiation; Application And Notice:  See Section 11-14-6 of this Chapter.   
 
F. Procedure For Decision: 
 

1. Hearing:  The Plan Commission shall hold a public hearing on the application for a 
variation.  At the public hearing, all interested parties shall have an opportunity to be 
heard.   

 
2. Plan Commission Recommendation:  At any time after the close of the public 

hearing, the Plan Commission may vote to recommend approval or denial of the 
variation request by a simple majority of those Plan Commissioners present and 
voting.  If the Plan Commission fails to vote within forty-five (45) days after the close 
of the public hearing, the Plan Commission shall be deemed to have recommended 
disapproval.   

 
3. The City Council shall grant or deny the requested variation.  

 
G. Standards For Variations:  The applicant must present evidence at the public hearing on 

the application for a variation which demonstrates compliance with each of the following 
standards: 
 
1. General Standard:  Carrying out the strict letter of the regulations set forth in Chapter 

12 (SIGNS) would create a particular hardship or a practical difficulty not caused by 
an act or omission of the applicant.    

 
2. Unusual Physical Limitations:  The subject property or the structure on which the 

sign is proposed to be located is burdened with an unusual physical limitation, such as 
an irregular shape, unusual geographic location, exceptional topographical feature, or 
other extraordinary physical condition, that is particular to the subject property and 
that is more than merely an inconvenience or cost consideration to the applicant. 
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3. Adverse Impacts:  The variation, if granted, would have no adverse impact on any 
abutting or adjacent property and no adverse impact on the essential character of any 
part of or all the neighborhood of the subject property. 

 
4. Public Health And Safety:  The variation, if granted, would have no adverse impact 

on, and would not endanger, the public health or safety. 
 

5. Minimum Variation:  The variation requested is the minimum variation necessary for 
the reasonable use of the land.  

 
H. Written Findings:  The Plan Commission, in its recommendation with regard to an 

application for a special use, shall set forth specific findings of fact on each standard.   
 
I. Conditions Of Variations:  The Plan Commission may recommend and the City Council 

may impose conditions in approving a variation to eliminate any adverse effects on 
adjacent and nearby properties or a neighborhood.     

 
J. Recording Of Variations Granted:  Prior to the issuance of a building permit, certificate 

of occupancy or any related development or construction approval, the owner, or his 
agent, shall record in the office of the Kane County recorder of deeds a copy of the City 
Council approval, as provided by the Director of Community Development.  Reasonable 
evidence of recordation shall be provided to the Director of Community Development.          

 
WHEREAS, a Notice of Public Hearing on the application was duly published on 

November 24, 2010, in the Daily Herald, a newspaper of general circulation in the City of 
Geneva, in the manner and form as provided for zoning text amendment requests under Title 11 
of the  Geneva City Code, as amended, and a public hearing was held by the Plan Commission 
on December 9, 2010, January 13, 2011 and April 14, 2011 at the City Hall Council Chambers at 
109 James Street, and at the meeting the Plan Commission unanimously recommended approval 
of the proposed amendments to the City Council; and  
 
 WHEREAS, the Committee of the Whole of the City Council conducted a review of the 
Plan Commission recommendation on September 12, 2011 and concurs with the 
recommendation of the Plan Commission; and  
 
 WHEREAS, the City Council concurs with the recommendations of the Committee of 
the Whole and Plan Commission and finds that it is in the best interest of the City to amend the 
Zoning Ordinance as proposed. 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE 
CITY OF GENEVA, KANE COUNTY, ILLINOIS THAT THE FOLLOWING 
SECTIONS OF  THE GENEVA CITY CODE BE AMENDED AS FOLLOWS:   
 
SECTION 1:  That the City Code of Geneva, Illinois is hereby amended as follows: 
 
1. Title 10 (Building Regulations) is amended by deleting Chapter 5 (Signs) in its entirety.  
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2. Title 11 (Zoning Ordinance) is amended by adding Chapter 12 (Signs) as presented herein. 
 

3. Title 11 (Zoning Ordinance) Section 11-2-2 (Definition of Words and Terms) is amended  by 
adding the terms and definitions presented herein:   

 
4. Title 11 (Zoning Ordinance) Section 11-14-2 (Authority of Administrative Bodies and 

Officers) Subsection B (The Plan Commission shall have the following duties and 
responsibilities) is amended as presented herein.  

 
5. Title 11 (Zoning Ordinance) Chapter 14 (Administration and Enforcement) is amended by 

adding Section 11-14-5A (Sign Variation Application under Chapter 12 (Signs)) as presented 
herein. 

 
SECTION 2:  That Title 10 (Building Regulations) and Title 11 (Zoning Ordinance) of the 
Geneva City Code, as heretofore and hereinabove amended, shall otherwise remain in full force 
and effect. 
 
SECTION 3:  This ordinance shall become effective from and after its passage as in accordance 
with law.  Consent is hereby given for publication of this ordinance in pamphlet form.   
 
 PASSED by the City Council of the City of Geneva, Kane County, Illinois, this ____ day 
of _______ 2011.  
 
AYES:______NAYS:______ABSENT:______ABSTAINING:_____HOLDING OFFICE:_____ 
 
 APPROVED by me as Mayor of the City of Geneva, Kane County, Illinois, this _____ 
day of _______ 2011. 
 
 
 
 
     ___________________________________________ 
        Mayor 
 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
 
______________________________________ 
   City Clerk 
 



 
AGENDA ITEM EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

Agenda Item: Discussion of Historic Preservation Ordinance/Code 

Presenter & Title: 
Dick Untch, Director of Community Development 
Karla Kaulfuss, Preservation Planner  

Date: September 8, 2011 

Please Check Appropriate Box: 
 Committee of the Whole Meeting  Special Committee of the Whole Meeting 

X City Council Meeting  Special City Council Meeting 
 Public Hearing  Other -  

 

Estimated Cost:  N/A Budgeted? X YES 
NO 

If NO, please explain how the item will be funded: 
 
Executive Summary: 
This is a follow up to the August 8th Committee of the Whole discussion on the ‘no 
owner consent’ provision in the City’s Historic Preservation Ordinance.   
Attachments: (please list) 

• Memorandum  
 
Recommendation / Suggested Action: (briefly explain) 
Staff recommends that no changes be made to the ‘no owner consent’ provisions in the 
historic preservation ordinance pertaining to the approval of proposals for historic 
landmarks and historic districts.   
 

 



City of Geneva Community Development 
Department 

 

Memorandum 
 
To: Mayor Burns and the Geneva Committee of the Whole 
 
From: Dick Untch, Director of Community Development 
 Karla Kaulfuss, Preservation Planner 
 
Date: September 8, 2011 
 
Meeting: September 12, 2011 Committee of the Whole 
 
Subject:   Follow up review and recommendation on owner consent provisions for historic 

landmark/district applications 
 
 
This memorandum is a follow up to the August 8th Committee of the Whole discussion on the ‘no owner 
consent’ provision in the historic preservation ordinance.   
 
COW DISCUSSION SUMMARY 
On August 8th staff presented information on the current designation processes for historic landmarks and 
historic districts.  The wide ranging discussion at the meeting covered subjects dealing with historic 
preservation in general and all aspects of the owner consent issue specifically.  Over fifteen Geneva residents 
spoke at the meeting.  As the session was designated for discussion only, no vote or recommendation was 
forthcoming from the Committee.   
 
Residents and Aldermen spoke about the role of historic preservation in the community, and how important 
it has been and continues to be to Geneva’s identity and quality of life.  Geneva is seen as a vibrant 
community and preservation of heritage and historic architecture is a prominent goal of the City Council.  
Several residents and one Alderman spoke about the concerns they had with the city not requiring owner 
consent.  They expressed a desire to change the ordinance to require owner consent. 
 
Below is an overview of the major themes and points from the discussion: 
 
Historic Resources List 
A letter sent by a citizen to some property owners referenced the Historic Resources List from the 2008 
Historic Preservation Plan which seemed to be a source of confusion for some meeting attendees.  The List 
is a part of the Historic Preservation Plan, a plan adopted by City Council in 2008 to guide future historic 
preservation efforts.  Most historic preservation plans include a section highlighting the community’s historic 
resources.  The list is not intended to be a static list of historic properties, but is viewed as a way to bring 
attention to important local historic resources which are not currently designated.  The list may grow and 
change over time.  Some of the owners of properties on the list received letters stating that their property had 
been designated by the City.  This is not true.  Some of the property owners were present to express concerns 
about the letter and being on the list.  The list may be found in Appendix II of the Plan at: 
http://www.geneva.il.us/CommunityDevelopment/HistoricPreservation/hpplan/index.htm 
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Landmark & Historic District Designation Process 
Concerns were raised about how easily a proposed landmark or proposed historic district application could 
be completed and processed, and that frivolous applications could be submitted.  Staff presented an overview 
of the designation process, noting that significant documentation must be provided with the application to 
demonstrate how the proposed landmark or district meets the city’s specific criteria for landmark/district 
designation.  Due process is an essential part of the landmark application review process, an HPC public 
hearing is required, along with a Commission fact finding and City Council action.   
 
No Owner Consent & Simple Majority 
Concerns were expressed that the City’s ability to designate a property as a landmark or a historic district 
without a property owner’s consent violates the property rights of owners.  Additionally, there is concern that 
a simple majority vote by the City Council to approve a proposed landmark or historic district designation 
gives decision-making authority to a small group of aldermen if a minimum quorum were present for a vote.   
 
It was mentioned that the City has demonstrated it gives thoughtful consideration to proposed landmark 
designations and has used the ‘no owner consent’ provision only once in the 17 years since its establishment 
(designation of Riverbank Laboratories).  Many comments focused on the ‘no owner consent’ provision as a 
“valuable tool” that the City may need in the future, and that this “safety mechanism” should not be 
removed.   
 
A simple majority vote is used for almost all City Council decision-making, barring the super majority vote 
(two-thirds) required for annexation agreements.  (These agreements are, in effect, business contracts that 
often incorporate relief from city code requirements when supported by development benefits or comparable 
alternative measures, and directly impose City property tax levies).   
 
Grass Roots Citizen Involvement, Referendum & Due Process 
Some comments were directed towards the concept that a historic district should be a grass roots or citizen 
established venture, and that a district should be established by local referendum.  The existing Geneva 
Historic District was not established by referendum but a petition was submitted, signed by 479 persons in 
favor of establishing the district.  Grass roots efforts were the driving force in establishing the district, and in 
creating the legislation that supports the City’s historic preservation program.  That legislation also 
incorporates a review process for landmark or district designations which provides opportunity for every 
property owner or citizen to voice their concerns.   
 
Opinions and desires of property owners are very important to the City Council and Staff.  In an early 
planning session on the South Geneva Study Area, staff scheduled a meeting with area residents to discuss 
the potential of the area as a historic district and the result was that many property owners indicated they 
were not interested and did not support the idea.  As a result, further study in the area was stopped, and the 
City Council has deleted it as a strategic objective.  The City Council continues to demonstrate its 
willingness to have fair, open dialog with citizens on projects and proposals that may impact them.   
 
Value of Historic Preservation 
Comments focused on the value of historic preservation and how it can protect a neighborhood, resulting in 
stabilized property values and the preservation of a sense of place and a sense of identity.  Genevans feel that 
the City is the way it is because of historic preservation, and the City represents the “gold standard” among 
communities in Illinois for its historic preservation efforts.   
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Conclusion 
Most meeting attendees felt that the ‘no owner consent’ provision in the existing ordinance should be 
retained.  An opinion was expressed by one Alderman and two attendees that the City should consider 
revising the code to require owner consent or other provisions.  At the end of the discussion, Staff was 
directed to provide more information on the following as a potential means to address expressed concerns: 
 

- Require a super majority vote of the City Council for establishing landmarks and historic districts.   
 

- Require aldermanic approval.  The alderman of the ward where the landmark or district is proposed 
must be in support of the designation in order for the designation to be considered 
 
 

SUPER MAJORITY VOTE 
A super majority vote (two-thirds) of the City Council could be required for the approval of historic 
landmarks or historic district designations.  Currently a simple majority is required. 
 
In Illinois there are a variety of approaches and methods for the approval of landmark and historic district 
designation.  Some communities require owner consent, some do not.  Some require a percentage of property 
owners to approve in order for a district designation to be considered (i.e., 10%, 25%, 51% or 66%).  Some 
communities require a super majority vote when:  a) the property owner does not consent in the case of a 
landmark designation proposal or b) if there is a petition submitted of a certain percentage of property 
owners for a historic district proposal who object to a district’s establishment (i.e., 40% or 50%).   
 
We have not been able to determine how many communities require a super majority vote.  We hope to have 
more information by September 12.  To date, the City of Urbana requires a super majority vote only when a 
petition has been filed with 40% of the property owners objecting to a historic district or if the owner does 
not consent to a landmark designation proposal.  Oak Park and West Chicago do not use a super majority 
vote.  The City of Blue Island will be amending their ordinance in the near future requiring a super majority 
vote when an owner objects.   
 
Requiring a super majority vote for approval of historic landmarks or districts means more support is needed 
by aldermen for approval.  The Geneva City Council maintains a long-standing practice of holding public 
meetings, workshops and hearings on proposals that would change codes or regulations affecting property.  
If opportunities for open public dialog and discussion of landmark or historic district proposals is invited and 
facilitated by the City in order to weigh the merits of a proposal and gauge the level of public support, is 
there a need for a super majority vote? 
 
In Geneva, from a practical perspective proposals that do not garner broad support typically have a limited 
chance of being approved.  With this decision-making approach, simple majority approval seems 
appropriate, as is the case with almost all matters voted on by the City Council.   
 
ALDERMANIC SUPPORT 
The second matter to consider is aldermanic support.  Under this idea, the approval of the aldermen in whose 
ward the landmark or historic district is proposed would be required in order for the designation to move 
forward.   
 
In conducting research Staff has not found other communities in Illinois, except Chicago, where aldermanic 
support is noteworthy (whether required as part of the process or politically necessary for approval).  In 
effect, the vote of two aldermen would outweigh the votes of other aldermen.   
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STAFF ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION 
The existing code supports the mission of the Historic Preservation Commission, and decision-marking 
authority on designations rests with the City Council.  Owner consent, or lack thereof, is taken into 
consideration as part of the decision-making process.  Staff recommends retaining the existing ‘no owner 
consent’ provision.   
 
The City of Geneva continues to demonstrate that it listens to its citizens, and, as a representative democracy, 
decisions are made based on open dialog, facts, community desires, and well-considered public policy.  Each 
alderman’s vote should have equal weight in decision-making.  
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Agenda Item: 
Kane County Paratransit Coordinating Council (KCPCC) 
Memorandum of Understanding 

Presenter & Title: Mary McKittrick, City Administrator 

Date: September 7, 2011 

Please Check Appropriate Box: 
X Committee of the Whole Meeting  Special Committee of the Whole Meeting 
X City Council Meeting  Special City Council Meeting 
 Public Hearing  Other -  

 
Estimated Cost:                   

N/A 
Budgeted?  YES 

X NO 
If NO, please explain how the item will be funded:  
N/A 
Executive Summary: 
The following information was provided by the Kane County Paratransit Coordinating 
Council (KCPCC).  The KCPCC recently amended its By-Laws to reaffirm its mission 
and responsibilities and to update the Committee structure and meeting provisions (see 
attachment).  As a result of this amendment, the Memorandum of Understanding also has 
been updated to better define the role of the Council. 
 Membership to the KCPCC, as outlined in the By-Laws,  is open to "(1) any public or 
private, non-profit organization based in Kane County which currently advocates, funds 
or arranges for transportation for its clients, consumers, or employees; (2) any regional 
public transportation agency or state/regional agency involved in the provision of 
public/passenger transportation in Kane County; and (3) any unit of local government 
that is wholly or partially within Kane County," upon the formal adoption of the 
Council's Memorandum of Understanding by a governmental unit or organization. 
 The Kane County Paratransit Coordinating Council (KCPCC) has requested that those 
who wish to continue as voting members, or become new members, sign a current 
Memorandum of Understanding (see attachment).  
Attachments: (please list) 
 KCPCC By-laws 
 Resolution 
 KCPCC Memorandum of Understanding 
Recommendation / Suggested Action: (briefly explain) 
Recommend approval of the Kane County Paratransit Coordinating Council’s 
Memorandum of Understanding as presented. 

 



RESOLUTION NO. 2011- 
 

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING EXECUTION OF  
Kane County Paratransit Coordinating Council 

 
 
 
 
  BE IT RESOLVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF GENEVA, KANE 

COUNTY, ILLINOIS, as follows: 

 

 SECTION 1

 

:    That the Mayor and Clerk are hereby authorized to execute, on behalf of the 

City of Geneva, the Kane County Paratransit Coordinating Council Memorandum of 

Understanding, in the form attached hereto at Exhibit “A”, relating to the City of Geneva’s 

membership in the Council to help provide guidance for a coordinated paratransit system that will 

better accommodate the unmet travel needs among seniors, persons with disabilities, and low-income 

populations of Kane County. 

 SECTION 2

 

:  This Resolution shall become effective from and after its passage as in 

accordance with law. 

 PASSED by the City Council of the City of Geneva, Kane County, Illinois, this 19th day of 

September, 2011. 

 

AYES: __   NAYS: __  ABSENT: __   ABSTAINING: __      HOLDING OFFICE: __     

 

Approved by me this 19th day of September, 2011. 

       
 
                                                                                                                                                         
                          Mayor 
ATTEST: 
 
                                                    
                 City Clerk 



MOU doc 7/15/11 

Memorandum of Understanding 

Kane County Paratransit Coordinating Council 
 

WHEREAS, there is a substantial unmet need for paratransit services within Kane County, where "Ride in Kane 
paratransit" is defined as demand-responsive, curb-to-curb transportation services, and where paratransit rider 
eligibility, limited to seniors, persons with disabilities, and low-income populations for some programs, is 
determined by the funding sources; 
 
WHEREAS, Ride in Kane was established in 2008 providing paratransit services, yet there is still a significant 
unmet travel need among seniors, persons with disabilities, and low-income populations, an unmet need that 
will also increase substantially during the next 20 years; and 
 
WHEREAS, there is interest in enhancement and coordination of these programs to accommodate unmet service 
need; 
 
 
 The City of Geneva, Illinois      agrees to become a member of  
  (Organization) 
the Kane County Paratransit Coordinating Council (the Council).  This Memorandum of Understanding 
 does not signify a commitment of funding at this time.  As a Council member, 
the organization agrees to designate, in writing, an individual to serve as member and an alternate member who 
shall have the same privileges as members in the member’s absence. 
 
The mission of the Council is to help provide guidance for a coordinated paratransit system that will better 
accommodate the unmet travel needs among seniors, persons with disabilities, and low-income populations of 
Kane County and cities, towns and townships that are partially within Kane County, and to provide paratransit 
access for these persons to locations throughout Kane County and within the northeastern Illinois region.  Thus, 
the goal of the Council will be to enhance and improve the existing paratransit system.   
 
The on-going functions of the Council will be to help develop policy, establish guidelines for paratransit 
services, implement the strategies and recommendations of the Kane County Paratransit Coordination Study, 
as adopted by the Kane County Board in February 2003, examine further strategies, and ensure that there is 
consumer participation in the planning activities. 
  
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, indicates its support and agreement: 
 
 
 Name:    Kevin R. Burns         
                 (Authorized Signer) 
  
 Agency:  City of Geneva         

 

 Signature:               

 

 Title:       Mayor         

   

 Date:                 September 19, 2011         

 

Alternate Member Representative #1 Name/Title: Sherri Weitl       

Alternate Member Representative #2 Name/Title:         Mary McKittrick 
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	COW PACKET FOR SEPT. 12, 2011
	1. CALL TO ORDER
	2. CONSIDER CONSENT AGENDA
	*3. APPROVE MINUTES FROM AUG. 8, 22, SEPT. 6, 2011
	4. ITEMS OF BUSINESS
	a. SPAC 2010/11 Annual Report Presentation
	b. Recommend Park District Request - Harvest Hustle Oct. 1, 2011 
	c.  Recommend Lions Club Request to Solicit Oct. 7-8, 2011
	d. Recommend Dam Bar & Grill Request for Parking Lot Use Sept. 24, 2011
	e. Recommend Renewal of Group Health, Dental, Vision Insurance Policies
	f. Recommend Draft Resolution Bid Award Contract to Advanced Roofing for Fire Station 2 Re-Roof 
	g. Update on EAB Infestation in Geneva, IL
	h. Recommend Draft Ordinance Amending Zonign Ordinance Pertaining to Sign Regulations
	i. Recommend No Change to "No Owner Consent" Provisions in HPC Ordinance
	j. Recommend Draft Resolution Authorizing Execution of MOU with Kane Paratransit Council

	5. NEW BUSINESS
	6. UPCOMING MEETING
	7. ADJOURNMENT



